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Educational specialists have estimated that between
fifteen and twenty percent or the ohildren in our school pro--
grams in this decade have exhibited learning disorders or
disabilities to the extent that the quality or their achieve-
ment in sohool has been reduced either slightly or signifi-
oantly. Beoause or the complexity, extent, and ramifications
or this problem, a great number of educational specialists,
neurologists, psychologists and other professionals have
spent a great deal of time) money and effort in investigations.
Due to the diversity or their backgrounds and approaohes, a
variety of ways have been developed to loOk at and remed1ate
the problem of learning disabilities. Among the approaah••
ia the multisensory system or William Cruickshank and Grace
Pernald; the language development systems or Helmer Myklebust,
Mildred Mo Ginnis and Barbara. Bateman; the phonics system ot
Samuel Orton and Anna Gillingham; the controversial neurologi-
cal system ot Carl H. Delaoato; the visual-peroeptual approach
of Marianne Frost1gj and t-he peroeptual-motor approach of
Newell Kephart, Gerald N. Getman and Ray H. Barsch. Among
these approaches, the latter one will be studied in this paper.
During the past decade, perceptual-motor programs have
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been instituted with increasing frequenoy by school systems
as both remedial services and as eS8ential experienoes for
all students. Yet. the history of perceptual--motor programs
emanates from attempts at alleviating learning disabilities,
not at enhancing normal learning rates.
Peroeptual-motor. defined, is a term which describes
the interaction of the various channels or perception in-
cluding the visual, auditory, tactualandk1nesthet1c channels.
The process of comparing and collaborating the input data re-
ceived through the motor system and the input data received
1
through perception is called the peroeptual-motor match. The
basio concept of the peroeptual-motor approach 1s that there
are a sequence of learning stage. that eachchl1d should attain
during his development. These stages are hierarchical, each
building on prior learning. As thech11d grows, he is con..
8tantly collecting, saving and processing information about
his environment. If a breakdown ooours in one of these stages,
later learning will be affeoted. A child develops from the
earliest stage of using only motor movements to obtaining
sensory information, through the stage during which peroeptual
exploration 1s verified by motor movements, into the stage or
dealing with peroeptions in group., and f1nallyto the ad..
vaneed stage of conoeptualization. The learning that takes
lJanet Lerner, Children with Learnina Disabilities
(New York: Haughton Mifflin Co., 1911), p. 300.
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place at each of the levels is essential to the oomplete
utilization of the next stage. Most educational specialists
share this idea of a sequent1alrelat1onsh1p between per-
ceptual-motor and conceptual aoquisition.
Many major developmental theorists, applied develop-
mental psyohologists" neurologists and educational speoialists
assume mastery or lower perceptual motor prooesses as necessary
prior to the development of higher cognitive processes an,d,
hence, scholastic aChievement. l This theoretical assumption
1s important because it has shaped both the methodological
assumptions guiding researoh in the field and the olinioal-
pedagogioal efforts of various specialists who attempt to offer
remedial or therapeutic programs for ah11dren with learning
disabilities. A direct implioation of this theoretioal assump-
tion has been the w1despre'ad reliance on fostering, through
various means, the lower levels of development or peroeptual-
motor readiness, as necessary preoursors to various funotions
in school learning. A tremendous amount of time and effort
is currently being spent on these remedial programs, all or
which are derivatives of this theoretical assumption.
The theoretioal foundation tor these motor approaches
to learning is developmental. Developmenta11sts such as
Brearly and Litchfield, Gesell and Amatruda, Gesell and Ilg,
1ft • Bibace, "Relationships Between Perceptual and
Conceptual Cognitive Processes." Journal or Learning D1sab11..
it18s, 2, (1969), p. 20.
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Hebb J Kephart and P1aget. have put forth the notion that
the human organism develops according to a flexible process
delayed or acoelerated by the organism's experienoe with his
environment. l All of these theorists recognize motor activity
as ohanging in it. oharacteristios over the developmental
process. Many consider these steps or the-ohild's motor
d.evelopment to be directly related to the child's mental
development.
ot importanoe to educators in the knowledge of what
motor factors are related to achievement at different ages
and how these factors may change with the developmental pro-
cess. A great deal of work has been done with visual and
peroeptual disabilities and the relationship of both of these
disabilities to aohievement in school. Most or the remediation
programs include components dealing with visual or perceptual
abilities. Little has been done in the way of r88earch to ex-
amine the motor oharacteristics or development alone as it
relates to achievement in school or to any change in the struc-
ture of motor abilities in the developmental process. Most of
the researoh in these areas now appears to join the perceptual
approach to the motor approach and call it the perceptual-motor
approaoh. Re.earchers then study the relat10nship of both or
these factors joined and how together they change with the
developmental process. When one views perception as the re-
ceiving of information by an organism from the environment
1
B.S. Chi88om, "A Factor Analytic Study or the
Relationship of Motor Factors to Aoademic Criteria tor Flrst-
and Third-Grade Boys," Child Development, 42, (1971)J p. 1136.
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through the senses and a motoria response as an active
movement by an organism 8S a x-esult or a stum11us, one under-
stands why these two factors have beoome joined. Some re-
searchers reel that the perceptual and motoria components are
so interdependent, one upon the other, that they are insepar-
able. Through combined motor and perceptual exploration, the
two are matched so that perceptual information and motor in-
formation come to mean the same thing.
It was the purpose of this paper to study peroeptual..
motor development, and by 80 doing, to define more thoroughly
the perceptual-motor relationship to aoademic achievement
and/or cognitive learning.
Since the end of World War II, there has been a marked
interest in this country, in Europe, and in other parts or the
world, in the placement or physioal aotivities within the total
educational program for both normal and atypical children.
Much or this interest has led to speculations that various
kinds of movement experienoes will exert a positive change upon
various 80c1al, emotional, perceptual. and intellectual abilities.
Careful scrutiny of the literature discloses that
various attempts have been made to pair phys10al activity with
intelleotual endeavors. In antiquity, the Greek mind-body
idealism was manifested in art as well as in literature. Greek
statues were marked by intelligent, keen~eyed faces atop a
well-musoled torso. Plato has said that when teaching young
ohildren, one should train them by a kind or game and then one
will be able to see more olearly the natural bend or each.
--6--
The humanists of later oenturies also incorporated
movement activities within the educational programs they
espoused. The Frenoh writer Fenelon, who died in 1715,
observed that some ohildren could learn to read while playing.
The close association between the child's mind and body espoused
by Rous8eau~ Froebel, and others in later years is well known
to students in eduoational philosophy.
Relationships between intelleotual and physical functions
were also explored by the first experimental psychologists in
England, the United State.) and Germany toward the latter part
of the 1800's. Sinoe some of the first psychological experiments
by Wilhelm Wundt in Leipzig involved testa or simple sensory-
motor functioning, tests of reaction time, visual following,
and the accuracy of the "muscle sense", it seemed logical to
some of his oolleagues, as well as to J. McKeen Cattel in
America and Sir Francis Galton in England, to determine whether
these basic measures were in 80me way predictive ot so-called
"higher intellectual functions". They were aided in their
search by Karl Pearson and others who began to develop and re-
fine basic statistical tools. Observing the obvious motor
inooordinat1on in many retarded ohildren, these early exper'i-
mental psyohologists sought to determine whether basic motor
and sensory measures oould I?red1ct the degree of academic and
cognitive abilities possessed by individuals at several points
along the scale or intelligence. Children with subnormal.
average, or superior intelligence were found to reflect a
wide variety of basic movement attributes when exposed to
-7-
simple laboratory tests sampling the quality of their sensory
and motor tao111t1es. 1
Towards the turn of the oentury, Alfred Binet intro-
duoed the concept or mental levels. He used a battery of
tests that sampled vocabulary, verbal comprehension, problem
solving abilities, and quantitative operations to discriminate
between intellectual functioning of children at various ages.
During the same years, several eduoators persisted in the
belief that placing the ohild in action would have educational
advantages. Standardized IQ tests were expanded to include
"performance'" items, which were intended to tap certain per....
ceptual and motor qualities. Educational strategies 1noorpor~
at1ng basio sensory and motor experiences were explored by such
pioneers as Itard and Sequin from France and then by Maria
Montessori in Rome during the first part of the twentieth
century. Writings of Strauss and Lehtinen shortly atter World
Ws..r II brought forth another burst of interest in the motor
components ot the human personality. These clinicians high-
lighted the tact that there are a considerable number of child-
ren oompeting within regular school olassrooms who are 1es8
than adequate perceptually, often hyperactive, and in many
cases evidenced motor ooord.ination probleJn8. Dur1ng the years
immediately following. some educators advocated a number or
programs of motor aotivities which purportedly had effect
1
Bryant J. Cratty. Intel11sence. in Action- Physioal
Act1v1t1es.for Enhano1ni Intel1eotual AbilIties Ctnglewooa
Cliffs, N.J.: Prent1oe~Hall Publishing Co., 1913), pp. 2~4.
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upon a child's total educational ettorts. l
From the late 1950'8 until the present, descriptions
of these movement programs have been the subject or a great
many books and journals and haveatt:raeted the attention of
large numbers of parents and educators both in the United
States and abroad. In general. these more.recent theories
relating movement to intellectual endeavors may be classified
according to the nature or their theoretioal underpinnings
within the following tour categories: (1) perceptual-motor
approach, (2) neurological organization. (3) dynamic approach
and (4) cognitive models. 2
The perceptual-motor approach notes the manner in
which infants seem to explore their world in direct ways.
Those who espouse this approach have suggested that perceptual
aotivities are imperative tor the development ot perceptual
abilities, and the latter are the basic supports or all
learning, including academia tasks requiring a higher level
of intellectual functioning. Their programs advocate the ex--
tensive use or movement aotivities, sometimes pa1:red with
visual exploration, wh1chw111 purportedly heighten the ohild's
perceptual awareness of hi. world and lead to more sucoessful
funotioning in a variety ot endeavors. Theoogn1t1ve model
suggests that to enhance intelleotual functions and academic
operations through movement experienoes, one must pair, in




qualities one hopes to ohange. l
Theoreticians and researchers in learning disabilities
traditionally have tended to highlight the significance of
peroeptual and peroeptual-motor development in maldeveloped
ohildren. In fact, problems or a peroeptual-motor nature
have come to aohieve priority among worker~ within the domain
or learn1ng disab1lities. Dominance of the literature by
perceptual-motor theorists does not indicate ooncern for
perceptual disability per 88. They are mostly concerned about
the deleterious etrects or suoh 1mpairments upon oh1ldren's
learning and academic achievement. One hypothesis almost
universally shared by members of the peroeptual-motor sohool
is that adequate conceptual development is dependent upon
aocurate peroeption. Concepts built upon inaccurate percep-
tions are bound to be inaccurate as well. Strauss and Werner
laid the foundation of perceptual development in later oogn1...
t1ve growth, partioularly Werner, who was fascinated by the
relationship between peroeptual and oonceptual development in
children. Both Strauss and Werner developed a course of
child development in which early peroeptual~motor activities
were considered oruoial to conoeptual development. Werner
hypothesized that the young ohild's thought was constructed
on the basis or sensory-motor ractors. 2
1Ibid., p. 6.
2 .Daniel P. Hallahan and William M. Cruiokshank,
Psychoeducatlonal Foundations tor Learning Disabilities
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall PublIshing Co., 1973),
p. 160.
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Perceptual-motor orientated theorists in learning dis-
abilities find that the formulations or contemporary develop-
mental theorists are replete with support for their views on
the relationship between perception andconcept1on. Perhaps
the foremost developmental theorists, at least in terms or pop-
ularity, who addressed himself specifically to the issue or
perceptual and cognitive development is Jean P1aget. Believing
as does Kephart, that visual-perceptual development follows and
is subordinated to haptic or tactual-kinesthetic perception,
P1aget said that the ohild perceives objeots in terms of actions
that can be performed upon them. This led P1aget to the
hypothesis that the origins of classifications and seriation.
are to be found in sensorimotor schemata as a whole. It 1s
apparent that Plaget considered perceptual, and espeoially
peroeptual-motor development essent1al to concept development.
Using P1aget's logic, a disability 1n perceptual-motor sk1lls
would result in cognitive problems. This view is oonsistent
with that of Kephart, Getman, Barsch, Fre1dus, Frostig,
Delacato and others. Because of their eduoe~t1onal orientation,
theorists in learning disabilities have naturally moved to
theIr concern about the relatedness of perception to cognition
faotors and aoademio aohievement in general. 1
Barsch, Frost1g, Getman and Kepha.rt have gained wide-
spread popularity and acceptanoe on the educational soene as




Controlled experimental investigations of their materials
and their effectiveness to enhance academic learning has lagged
behind the clinicians by a number of years. Only in the past
decade have there been attempts to use well-defined research
strategies in order to determine the efficaoy of perceptual-
motor training. This paper presents, in ohapter four, the
results or suoh researoh studies done over a five-year time
span, 1969 through 1914.
CHAPTER II
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR THEORISTS,
THEIR THEORIES AND PROGRAMS
Our present concern tor aenaory...motor or perceptual-
motor development 18 derived from a rich background or
educational and experimental literature including oontr1~
but10ns trom Itard, SeqUin, Mont•••ori, and the writings or
Strauss and Lehtinen shortly after World War II. The concern
for motor development 18 a recurring theme throughout the
history ot special education. In this chapter. sohools or
theory representative otcurrent sensory-motor or perceptual-
motor approaches will be presented as they propose to influ-
ence cognitive development. Although eaoh school of thought
could cover an entire book in itself, the intent of this
researoher 1s to present only the very basic theories of each
and the remedial programs that they propose. Hopefully, this
will enable the reader to better understand the third ohapter
which 1s a review of researoh studies Which study and test
the validity and reliability or the theories and programs
themselvea.
Theorists Who are to be presented include Jean P1aget,
a developmental theorist, the peroeptual-motor theory or
Newell Kephart, the model of learning of Elizabeth Freldus,
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the perceptual approaoh to learning or Marianne Frost1g,
the mov1egenlc theory of Ray Barach, the v18uomotor theory
of Gerald Getman and the patterning theory of neurological
organization ot G. Doman and Carl Delaoato. The ideas pro-
posed by educational specialists suoh as Bryant Cratty, Jean
Ayres, Lydia Gerhardt, and Robert Valett w1.11 also be briefly
presented in this chapter. These are not the only professionals
who promote the area ot perceptual-motor in learning disabil-
ities but they are the most well-known ones and serve &s a
vehicle tor discussion ot the research in this area. Each of
these men and women appears to arrive at his or her particular
view through d1fferent routes. Similarities as well as dltrer~
ence. are noted among their approaches.
Jean P1aget is perhaps the foremost developmental
theorist who addressed himself specifioally to the i8sue of
perceptual-motor, peroeptual andcogn1t1ve development. He
regards intelligence &8 a specific instanoe ot adaptive
behavior, of coping with the environment and organizing and
reorganizing thought and action. He has tried to show that
the ability to use thought and action to adapt to the world
goes through several stages of development. The first stage,
the reflex or hereditary stage, 1s possesBed by the infant
at b1rth. Mental life 1. limited to the exercise of reflex
apparatuses. ot hereditarily determined sensory and motor
oomblnat10,na that correspond to instinctual needs such &s
nutrition. These reflexes manitest genuine activity.
Gradually, they become refined and will playa role in sub-
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sequent psyohological development. The second stage oonsists
ot the first motor habits and or the first organized percepts
as well as the t1rstd1tterent1ated emotions. The previous
reflexes give rise to a kind or generalized activity. The
infant 18 not content to suok only when he nurses, he sucks
at random. Systematic thumb-sucking belongs at this stage as
does turning the head in the direction or a sound and follow-
ing a moving object. Soon the child begins to reoognize
certain persons as distinct from others. Between three and
six months) the infant grasps what he 88el. This capacity
for prehension and then tor manipulation broadens his poten-
tiality for acquiring new habits. The third stage 18 the
stage or sensorimotor or practical intelligence. New motor
systems and new perceptual organizat1ons emerge. Intelligence
appears well before language. It 1s an entirely practical
intelligence based upon the manipulation of objects. In
place of words and ooncepts, the child uses percepts and
movement organized into aotion sohemata. The acts of intell-
igence are construoted first of all as early behavior becomes
inoreasingly elaborated andd1rrerent1ated to the point where
the infant aoquires surficient behavioral facility tor him
to notice the results of his actions. His next behaviors
beoome capable or coordinating with one another. Pour fun-
damental processes oharacterize the intellectual revolution.
These are the construction or the categories of the Object,
of space, or oausality, and or time. All four refer to pure
practical or action oategories and as yet not to ideas or
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thinking. The fourth stage is the stage of intuitive
intelligence or the pre-operational level. At this time the
child is between the ages or approximately two to seven years
old. With the appearance of language, behavior 1s profoundly
modified intellectually. It allows the child verbal exohange
and continuous communication among individuals. Intelligence
is transformed from simple sensorimotor or practical intell-
igence to thought itself. It allow8 the child to reconstitute
the past and to anticipate the future. Actions are replaced
by words. Thil, then, 1s the point or departure tor thought.
Practioally every torm of psychological activity is initially
enaoted in play. Cognitive activity initiates play and play,
in turn, reinforces cognitive activity. Among these children,
we see symbolio plaYJ 1mag1n1t1ve play and imitative play.
The child or this age is unable to verbalize his thoughts.
His real domain 1s still that of aetion and manipulation. The
firth stage 1s the stage of conorete 1ntelleotual operations.
The child is now from seven to twelve years of a.ge. This
stage marks a decisive turning point in mental development.
New forms of organizations appear. At the age of seven, the
child becomes capabl~ or cooperation with others. He becomes
able to make generalizations and deductions from actual ex-
perience. Integrated systems form. Advances in level of
thinking progress to causality. concepts or conservation,
mastery of time, rate, and space. Concepts are general schemata
of thought rather than sohemata or action or intuition.
Rational operations appear. These are the aotions which are
..
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the starting point tor operations and are thus rooted 1n the
sensorimotor schemata. Before beooming operational, they
oonstitute the substance or sensorimotor intelligence, then
of intuition. Intuitions become transformed into operations
as soon as they constitute groupings which are both composable
and reversible. Classifications now develop- The sixth and
final stage 18 the stage of abstract intellectual operations.
The young adult is now able to construct systems and theories.
He 18 interested in theorectloal problems not related to every-
day realities. This ability developed in a continuous fashion
from the concrete thinking or early ohildhood. The turning
point occurs at the age of twelve after which there 1s rapid
progress in the direction of free reflection whioh is no
longer attached to external reality. The ohild now beoomes
able to reason and to deal with formal logical operations. l
Dr. Newell C. Kephart, an educator) psychologist,
and author who has been long active in the field or special
education and Director of the Glen Haven Aoh1evement Center
tor children, believes firmly in the perceptual-motor approach
to learning. Like Jean P1aget, Kepharthss established gen-
eral stages or learning that are reoognized by authorities.
He believes that the order in whioh the stages occur to be
more 1mportantthan when eaoh one OCCUr's. They are hierarohial,
building upon themselves in a related series. He does recog~
nize that there 11 80me overlapping or the stages. He believes
lJ.ean Piaget, SiXPS~Ch010giCalSt~ies (New York:
Random House J 1961), pp. 8..6··.
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that perceptual..motor learning 18 incomplete it the ohild's
gross-motor learning has been distorted. Likewise, concept-
ual learning 1s hindered it areas ot gross-motor and perceptual~
motor learning has been omitted.!
He states, "The major learning problem tor the human
organism 18 to oome to some kind or acceptable terms with
hi. environment. ft2 Learning then takes place in terms of a
number or encounters between the organism and the environment.
Modifications of responses oocur and are stored systematically
within the organism in conJunotion with the information avail-
able from the encounters. As a result ot numerous such ex-
perienoes, a oorrelated body of structured information 1s
developed. Such environmental enoounters begin very simply
and inorease in complexity as the child grows and develops.
The stages or learning &8 presented by Kephart are:
(1) The Motor Stage. This stage begins with the
child'. in1t1al encounter8with the universe. The child moves
and encounters his environment. Theae enoounters are random
and haphazard. Primarily, the ohild 1$ concerned with his own
movement 8 and the nature and extentot this movement. The
results or the movement are secondary. During this initial
stage, the ohild learns the parts of his body, what response.
lMarylOu Ebersole, Hewell C. Kephart and James B.
Ebersole. Step. to Acbievement tor the Slow Learner (Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E. MerrIll PUblishing Co., 1968), p. 65.
2Hewell C. Kephart, Learnins Disability: An Educational
Adventure (West Lafayette, Indiana: Kappa Delta pi Press, 1968),
p. 19.
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they make and how to produce movement responses. Basioally,
in this stage, the child is learning how to experience his
environment.
(2) Motor--Perceptual Stage. During the initial
stag., the ohild acquired a body of information. This infor-
mation resulted from his motor experiences and subsequent con~
tacts with his environment. As the development proceeded,
the body or information was elaborated and expanded. It be-
oame increasingly systematized and coordinated. Beginning
slightly later than the init1al atage of development but run-
ning along with it was a second faotor. Perceptual information
was being reoeived by the organ1sm. Patterns of energy emanat...
ing from the environment were impinging upon the external aense
organs. These external sense organs, in turn, discharged over
the sensory nerves patterns of neurological impulses which
were oonveyed on the oentral nervous system. The child could
not use, alter, or modify a response. Aotually, he oouldn't
use it. It soon was apparent that certain motor responses
which he had previously learned were closely associated with
oertain perceptual patterns or with alterations 1n perceptual
patterns. Since the body or motor intormation was already
beginning to be systematized, those closely oorrelated per-
oeptual data could be put together aooording to the same
system and thereby beoome meaningful to the organism. The
child began the long process or matohing perceptual data to
motor data. In order for such matching to occur, data on
-both sides or the match must be relatively oonsistent. As
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long as either motor data, on the one hand, or perceptual data.
on the other, are obtained in a random or haphazard fashion,
there is not surficient control to permit a satisfaotory match
to be aocomplished. All external sense organs involve a vol-
untary oomponent which permits us to direct them towards the
souroe of information, thereby, maximizing .the amount of per-
tinent information received and minimizing the amount of non-
pertinent information. The sense organ which presents probably
the most extensive degree of voluntary control is the eye. The
eye moves in an extensive arcw1thln its sooket. As the eye
moves, one object after another in the outside environment
occupies the central place in the visual field and the portion
of the field which maximum information 1s delivered. Through
voluntary oontrol, one can impose consistency on the visual
information received by the organism. It can be determined
what will be seen by determining the direotion ot our eye.
Suohoontrol 18 learned. Because theohl1d cannot use 1nfor--
mat10n to monitor vision, the eye 1s out or oontrol and
therefore delivers random or haphazard information. Because
the eye 18 out of control, a systematized body or peroeptual
information is impossible. Without suoh 8. systematized body
or information, the eye cannot be controlled. The child first
learns to oontrol his eye by using some other funotion which
1s already under oontrol, a stabilizer or governor. The most
common function 18 the hand. The ohl1dnow moves the hand and
teaches the eye to follow this movement. He keeps the hand in
the oenter ot his visual field at all times. Thus, eye-hand
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coordination develops first. The hand leads the eye and
provides the oontrol for the peroeptual-motor exploration.
Perceptual information is matohed to the previously developed
motor information. Motor information is the oontrolling
faotor. Perceptual information is manipulated against these
motor data until consistency between the two souroes of in-
formation 1s reoeived. The eye begins to give the same
information as the hand.
(3) Pe~ceptual-MotorStage. In this stage, Kephart
explains that the perceptual exploration 1s more efficient
than motor exploration. The eye gives a much greater quantity
of information per unit of time than the hand does. The child,
therefore, begins to depend more and more upon perceptual
explorations. Because of the motor-peroeptual learning that
took plaoe, the eye is now under oontrol and can give system-
atic information about objectee At this stage. the primary
information 1s perceptual. Motor information 1s used. only to
confirm. The ~ye now leads the hand.
(4) The Perceptual Stage. In the fourth stage, per-
ceptions are manipulated against eaoh other. The peroeptions
of one object 1scompared to another object. Similarities and
differences are noted and relationships between objeots are
deduoed. Such. manipulation of perceptual against peroeption
1s quioker and more efficient than the peroeptual-motor inves-
tigation. The child begins to deal with perceptions in groups.
He identities oharacteristic8 of objects through perception
and manipulates these oharaoteristios to elaborate an extensive
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systematized body or information. He learns to predict happen-
ings. The relationships between perceptions exist independently
of the response of the organism. He can now skip the perceptual-
motor match. He builds up a complex fund of perceptual informa-
tion. The child 1s living in two worlds: a perceptual world
in which he sees, hears, tastes, smells, e~c. and a motor world
in which he behaves and responds. In each world, he has a mas-
sive body of information whioh is relatively well struotured.
The two bodies of information are not matched though. The
child cannot use his perceptual activity to guide or influenoe
his behavior or responses.
(5) Perceptual-Conceptual Stage. As perceptions are
compared with each other, certain similarities appear. These
similarities can be collected together and integrated into a
new whole. The initial concepts formed by the child are the
result of these abstracted similarities among perceptions.
Out of a myriad of peroeptions, he identifies common elements.
These elements are brought together and integrated into a new
whole. In the concept, no aotual elements of perception are
present. The ooncept is an abstraction which is composed of
relationships between perceptions. The ooncept 1s thus a
true abstraction but one whioh developed out of a large number
of peroeptions. Thus, the peroeptions give rise to the sixth
stage.
(6) The Conceptual Stage. In this stage, the child
man1.pulates one concept against another. He observes the
relationships between concepts as he previously observed the
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relationships between percepts. He is able to manipulate
large clusters of information against eaoh other with ease
and therefore, include many more data to the solution of his
problema. The concept involves both immediate perceptual
information and past information as well. All such informa-
tion, both past and present, is integrated ·and systematized.
It is only in so far as such information is achieved that
abstractions can emerge. Information becomes schematized and
is dealt with systematically. Not only is past perceptual
information applied in a concept but due to the feedback
mechanism, past response information is also implied. Infor-
formation not pertinent 15 eliminated. In the solution of
any problem, large quantities of information can be handled
quickly and with a minimum of effort. Beginning with the
perceptual stage of development, language is an important
function. Through the symbolic function of language, a single
sign, the word, 1s attaohed to the conceptual abstraction.
These signs can be manipulated more readily than the a.bstrac-
tions themselves. The manipulation of the sign yields the
same results as the manipulation of the peroeption. Words are
assigned to concepts to serve as symbols representing the ab~
stract10n underlying the concepts. These symbols can be
manipulated as the abstractions themselves with the same re-
sults. Along this vein of thought. it might be well to note
that if the m.an1pulat1on of language symbols are to be err1--
alent, the abstractions underlying the symbols must be
clear-cut and well formed. The importance of the peroeptual-
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motor and perceptual-conceptual stages is obvious. The child
may achieve the conoeptual level without adequate grounding
in the perceptual-conceptual level. Then the child develops
concepts which he manipulates against each other but without
reference to the behavior of the organism. This child may be-
come highly verbal. He probably will be able to read or listen
to information. He is able to manipulate symbols involved in
this information against each other readily and extensively.
He cannot, though, translate the results of this symbolic
manipulation into behavior or response.
(7) Conceptual-Perceptual Stage. The seventh and
final stage of learning presented by Kephart is the conceptual-
perceptual stage. As the child develops an increasing number
of ooncepts, he comes to depend more and more extensively on
conceptual manipulations of information. lie uses perception
less and less as a primary source ot information and more and
more as a confirming function. Conception here takes over
and oontrols the perceptions. In this stage, the concept has
the leading role and perceptions are fit into conceptual re-
lations. Perceptions which are incomplete and meager will
be distorted or altered to tit the demands of the concepts.
In other words, the perceptual information is deleted, aug-
mented, or altered to fit the ooncept. 1
Kephart believes that normally a child proceeds through
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Marylou' Eb'ersole,:. Newel,l C. Kephart and James B.
Ebersole, Steps to Achievemt),J1t fo~r1f tho Slo't'1Learner (Oolumbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1969), p. 66.
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activities and generalizations appropriate to eaoh stage before
moving to the next. Sometimes an interference with learning
occurs that makes it extremely difficult tor the child to
achieve at a particular stage. Growth, though, doesntt stop
to take account of the learning problem. The child finds
himself pressured to perform at the next h~gher stage of
development even though the present stage has not been com~
pleted. He finds it necessary to act or behave as though
he had progressed to the next stage. Kephart says that
since the learnings at each stage. are essential to and &S8um..
ed in the learning of previous stages, confusion develops and
difficulties arise that are compounded as time goes on. The
child may have difficulty establishing form perceptions,
figure-ground relationships will be weak and inoonsistent,
and the relationships between elements in a form will not be
apparent to him. As a result .. the child will deal with de-
tails or torm rather than the form as a whole. When children
manifest problems 1n learning, it 18 neoessary to determine
the po1nt1n the developmental sequence where his achievement
was broken down. This point or failure w11l be manifested
either by increasing oontusion in performance or by a lack of
integration or subsequent learnings with previous learnings.
Treatment procedure. suggested by Kephart are de-
rived through the administration of the Perceptual Motor
Rating Soale (Kephart, 1960) which emphasize. the assessment
or sensorimotor learning, ocular control and form perception.
Part III of his manual tor classroom teachers 113 devoted to
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training activities and is divided into tour major sections.
The first seotion involves chalkboard training whieh 18 visual
in nature and begins with randoMser1bb11ng, progressing through
directional exereiaes, crossing the midline, orientation ex-
ercises or copying forma, reproducing from memory and various
reproduct1ons with respect to size, speed and direction.
Throughout these activities, the ohild is taught to attaoh
verbal symbols to productions. Sensory~motor training is the
seoond major section. Emphasis 18 first placed upon the
development ot balance but progresses through the development
or body image. BilateralitY' and un11atera11ty are also
stressed. Training equipment and activities include the walk-
ing board, balanoe board, trampolines, games suoh as "angels-
in-the snow", scribbling, t1ngerpa1nt1ng, midline crossing
exercises, dot-to-dot drawing and bilateral and unilateral
exercises. Ocular training is the third section or the manual
devoted to training exerci.... The remedial teohnique here is
devoted to aotivities in the area of the control of the eyes.
Ocular control 18 developed in a sequential fashion through
the use of monocular training, rotary pursuits and ball activ-
ities. The fourth and final section is form peroeption train-
ing. The child with poor construction form peroeption does
exercises utilizing ohalkboard aotivities, puzzle., matchstick
figures a.nd p4ltgboa.rd designs. 1
In 1966, Kephart and Roach developed the Purdue
lNewe11 C. Kephart, The 810w Lea.rner in the Classroom
(Columbus, Ohio: Charl.s E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1971),
pp. 169-215.
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Peroeptual-Motor Survey which helps looate perceptual-motor
problema.
The analysis of learning disabilities and the atten~
dant remediation proposed by Elizabeth Fre1du8 are dependent
upon the utilization or the aervo...theory.She has drawn upon
the ideas of Kephart, Straus., Lehtinen, P1·aget and Bruner
for her conclusions. Fre1dul sees information being received
and compared with other information already stored, the rise
of a response pattern, the response proper, and the feedback
of part or the response to the input side or the model 80 that
the prooess 18 self-correcting. Her model 1s comprised or
seven stages. In the first stag., information 1s received
through the senses. Def1cits in visual or auditory acuity have
far reaching consequences in terms or learning. Second,
sensory information 18 attended to by the individual. Fre1dus t
ooncern is whether the child liltens, looks, is aware of sen..
aory information. and 18 constantly and efficiently attentive.
She is conoerned Whether the ch11dean shift his focus, separ-
ate stimuli trom its baokground and analyze a form and distin-
guish it a8 a whole. Third, the sensory information received
is associated with other information previously received.
stored and invested with mean1ng. Can the child do this
utilizing auditory and visual ohannels? Can he comprehend it?
If he is unable to store and retrieve information, a signifi-
oant diffioulty in comprehension will result. Fourth, an
appropriate response pattern is organized. One may find the
ohild has the sensory aoqu1ty to hear. that he has listened,
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and that he haa understood the sensory signal but that he 1s
not able to organize and sequence a response pattern appropri-
ate to the data obtained. Respo'nse organization is learned by
the ohild initially during the early motor learning stage of
development and cont1nues through the stages or speeoh and
language development. Pre1dus, because she 18 developmental...
i.tic in outlook and orientation, feels that the earlier stages
of development must be adequately and fully completed if the
child is to succeed' at later levels. She says that children
need knowledge about themselves and their relation to the
phya1calenv1ronment. They need adequate experience., aware-
ness, and integration or experiences. Firth, the response
pattern 18 effeoted and the overt response occurs. Once the
response pattern has been organized, the child is ready to
produce an overt ~e8pon8e in the form or a motor act, speech
production, or in writing. Sixth, the overt response 1s
monitored tor quality and correctness. Once a motor aot has
been learned, it 18 not monitored, but instead, becomes a
habit ohain., an automatic prooess. Children, when they are
learning .. must consciously monitor their responses. Once
the act is learned or overlearned, the response becomes auto~
mat1e and 18 no longer mon1tored.. ThUS, seventh, the results
or the monitoring funotion are stored to aid in future assoo1-
ati0n. 1
lEl1s&beth Fre1dus, "Methodology for the Classroom
Teaoher," in The Special Child in Centurl.21, ed. J. Hellmuth,
(Seattle: Special child PUblications, Inc., 1964), PP. 303-321.
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Fre1dus' concern 1s with the stage within the learn-
ing process at which the child has diffioulties. In analyzing
learning disorders she S&ys one should try to determine where
the model broke down.
Marianne Frost1g has developed a visual-peroeption
approaoh to learning. She, too, feels that movement skills
contribute to the total emotional, intellectual and 80c1al
development of the growing child.
A ohild's physioal fitness and the quality or his
movements 1nfluence all or hie psychologioal
abilities: His ability to commun1cate, to per-
celve, and to solve prOble!S - the way he teels
and interacts with others.
Frost1g believed that certain abilities develop in
a definite sequence and this sequence 1s fixed. She delin-
eated tour phases to this sequence and felt it was important
for parents and teachers to know these phases when oertain
abilities should develop so that they are able to ohoose the
moat appropriate curriculum and teaching methods.
The first phase she called the sensorY-lDotor phase
and said it occurred before eighteen to twenty-rour months.
Sh~ pointed out that tour dist1not skills are learned in this
phase. The infant reoognize. features or his environment.
He becomes aware or being distinot trom h1s environment. He
learns to change body position and move in space and finally,
he learns to grasp, hold, release and manipulate objects at
will. Mastery or these tour sensory-motor skills oonstitutes
lMarlanne Frostlg, Movement Education: Theory and
Practice (Chioago: Follett Educational Corporation, 1970),
p. 17.
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the ohild's first step toward independence, ability to adjust
to the demands or the environment and toward future learning.
Sensory-motor abilities, Frostis believes were an important
aspect of eduoation. She felt that all children needed tra1n-
lngln senso:ry-motor functions. The seoond significant phase
lasts until the ages or three or four years and 1s known" as the
phase of language development. She says that movement educa-
tion promotes language development in the normal child as well
as in the child with learning d1sabilities, the culturally
deprived, the child with specific language deficienoies and
the neurologically handioapped child. The third phase or
learning 18 perception. Froatlg believed that the maximum
development of perceptual abilities takes place between the
ages of approximately three and one--half to seven years old.
The ohild tries to understand the world around him. The
child's experiences have accumulated during the past 80 that
much or what he hears and sees can be peroeived immediately
by an unoonscious comparison with the memories or past ex--
per1enoes with the picture. he has stored in his mind. Thus
he now understands the world around him mainly with the help
or his distanoe reoeptors (eye., ears) and he no longer needs
to touoh, handle, taste, or smell to recogrl1ze objeots. The
final phase 1athe phase or higher cognitive functions. The
physical manipulation by the infant, the later explorations
through listen1ng and looking are followed by explorations
of the environment through thOught. 1
1Ibid., pp. 23~26.
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Frostlg was a confirmed believer in movement education.
"Movement education can beneficially affect aoademia learning
directly and indirectly."l Directly, games and techniques
employing whole-body movements can be used to teach mathematics,
reading and other aoademic sUbjects. Physical movement is
partioularly helpful for teaching aoademic .skills involving
perception and spatial relationships. Indirectly, motor
efficienoy affects the total ability to learn by influencing
the self image, by promoting basic abilities, such as memor'y,
perceptual skills, oonce.ntrat1on, orientation in time and
spaoe. associative processes, and the ability to solve pro...
blems.
Marianne Frost1g developed the Developmental Test of
Visual Perception which can be used as a. screening device for
nursery school, kindergarten and first grade children or as
a clinioal eYaluat1ve instrument for older children who have
learning d1ff1cult1es.The test screens these areas: (1) eye
motor coordination, (2) figure ground. (3) form oonstancy,
(4) positions in spaoe and (5) spatial relat1ons. 2
While the Froat1g's test contributed to the diagnosis
of the child's perceptual assets and disabilities, the Frost1g-
Horne (1964) materials provided a struetered developmental
program aimed at remediation of the specific areas or perceptual
weakness discovered on the test. The materials are recommended
1Ibid., p. 92.
2Marianne Prostig, Developmental Test of Visual Per-
gtPt1gD. (Palo Alto, California: Consulting Psychologists
Presst 1961).
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by Prostig for use with children in kindergarten and first-
grade as preparation for reading and other more complex visual
activities as well as for use with children who have problems
in perception. Modifications are included 1n the manual tor
most types or exoeptional ohildren. The program may be used
remedially as well as developmentally.
Not only does the program provide training in each or
the five areas of visual perception measured by her test, but
it also suggests techniques for developing gross and tine
musolecoordination, training eye movements, and enhancing
body image and concepts, skills which are basic to adequate
perceptual functioning. l
Ray Barsoh, known for his theory of movlegen1os, has
written,
Man considered not merely as an organized being
but as a rational agent and as a member of society
1s perhaps the most wonderfully oontrived and to us
the most interesting ~peCimen of Divine wisdom that
we have knowledge of.
Further on Barsoh writes,
The concept of explorations into outer space by
manned space vehioles capable of rendezvous,
landing on other planets and ad.vancing mants
knowledge of the universe has passed from the
pages or scienoe fiction to soience reality in
the short span or little more than a decade.
The imagination of an entire world has been cap-
tivated by the exploits of the astronauts and
~arianne Prostig and David Horne, The Frostis
Program tor the Development.ofV1sual.Percept1on: Teacher's
Guide (Chicago: Follette EducatIonal Corporation, 1964),
pp. 247-248.
2Ray H. Barsch, Achieving perce~tual-MotorErficienci'
(Seattle, Washington: Speoial Child PUb~1oat1ons, 1967), p. ~1.
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oosmonauts. Another frontier or ignorance is
giving way to manta irrepressible desire to know
his universe and understand his relationships
to it. Historians have already christened this
era in mankind's time as the Age of Space and
every school ohild has inoorporated a wide
assortment £f 'space' terms into his everyday
vocabulary.
Spaoe exploration is a miracle or modern science.
Remarkable &8 these astronautio adventures may be, they are
surpassed by the daily miraole of the newborn infant's con-
quest or terrestrial apace. With all the colleotive genius
or men combined to achieve the necessary technological ad-
vances necessary to explore outer space and claim it's con..
quest, the world ot inner space has always been hi. domain.
Actually, every in.rant born can be oonsidered a terranaut
automatioally receiving suoh a commission as a human birth-
right. His exploits in space rival those or the astronauts'
in complexity. In his explorations of terrestrial spaoe.
each ohild will conquer the spatial mysteries of climbing
stairs, running uphill, pedaling a bioycle, batting a ball,
skating on blades or wheels. writing his name, drawing a
form, and will resolve other spatial dilemmas. Each ohild
leads an extremely busy exploratory existenoe. He moves to
objeots. transports objeots tromone place to another) exper1..
menta with height .. depth, and width. He moves constantly to
acquire information. Each child 1s a ~pace pioneer. Through
experience, he learns Newton's Law of Motion. The thrill
experienced by theohl1d when he achieves independent wa.lk1ng
1Ibid., p. 17.
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across spaoe must be &1 exh11orat1ng to him as a walk in 8pace
1s to the astronaut. "The whole world stretohes before him to
be discovered bit by bit in increasing complexity.tt l
Man haa always been a space-orientated being. He 1s
exquisitely designed to move in order that he might act, that
1s, explore space. He moves in spaoe according to the direc-
tions or his intelligence and thus directed moves trom a state
of ignorance to a state or knowledge about his universe.
Barach states that three major terrains of space must be
traveled by every individual: (1) the primary terrain whioh
begins at infancy. (2) The academic apace terrain bounded
by the markers ot elementary, secondary and collegiate
schooling in preparation tor his lengthy journey on the
terrain or (3) adulthoOd. 2
Movlegen1os. 18 a theory of movement developed by
Barach, as it relates to learning. The name resulted from
a combination or two Latin words, movere. to move and genesis,
org1ns and development. Barach writes,
The fundamental proposition of Mov1genlcs
18 that a penetrat1ng .analya1s or movement at both
the physical and oognitive levels. treating learn...
1ng a8 a movement phenomenon, will provide a
meaningful model tor involving and enhanoing the
learning of all performers. 3
1Ibid., p. 18.
2Ib1d., PP. 19-30.
3Ray Barsch. Enrich1ns Perception and Cosn1tion.-
Techniques tor-Teachers (Seattle: SpecIal Child PUblications,
inc., 1968) p. 38.
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Ten construots or human behavior are delineated
which are intended to establish the foundation stones upon
whioh a currioulum oan be erected. Construct one 18 the
fundamental prinoiple underlying the design of the human
organism toward movement effioiency. Construct two, the
primary objective or movement efficiency, 1s to economically
promote the survival or the organism. Construct three, move-
ment effioiency, 1s derived from the information theorgan1sm
is able to prooess from an energy surrounding it. The child
seeks out significant information. It searohes. scans and
selecta. Construot tour, the human mechanism for transducing
energy forms into information is the percepto--cogn1t1ve system.
The 81x senses are responsible for this as systems or sensi-
tivity. They are avenues of access for information. Eaoh
sense oontains some torm or rece1v1nglurtace, a mechanism
tor transmitting the arrival of appropriate headquarters within
the cortex. Man's movements are directed by h1s perceptions.
By design, the six channels ot the percepto~cogn1t1ve system
were intended to be fUlly operative in man toward his use in
gaining the necessary information to efficiently promote his
survival in an energy surround. Construct five 18 the terrain
of movement or apace. Space 18 tilled w1th energy forms,
masses called objects or bodies, and a dynamic organism called
man. Since man must move in space, we can refer to space as
theterra1n on which man must evolve his survival strategies
and develop his movement effioiency. Construct six. the
developmental momentum provides a constant forward thrust
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toward maturity and demands an equilibrium to maintain direc-
tion. Man 18 compelled to move forward. He designated this
a developmental momentum or a powerful thrusting force pro~
Jected along a line trom simplicity to complexity. In con-
struct seven, movement efficiency 1s developed in a olimate or
stress. Man lives in a climate of stress •. Each moment of his
life, some stimulus is testing his yield tolerance. He must
yield to some toroes and resist others. His tolerance level
for stress must be equal to the demands placed upon him. Each
individual has a tolerance threshhold for stress that varies
aocording to the type of demand which confronts him. Construct
eight, the adequacy or the feedback system 1s critioal in the
development of movement efficiency. Every individual has a
feedback system. For some, the informational exchange requires
a high degree of efficiency and they are able to maintain a
direotional course towards performanoe proficiency. For
others, the feedback system 1s less effioient and the reduc-
tion of performance errors is difficult to achieve. All
learners err. More efficient learners improve after early
errors. Construct nine S&ys the development of movement
err1c1encyoccurs in segments or sequential expansion. De-
velopment prooeeds in an orderly sequential progression. The
design or the hierarohy brings man to cognition, memory, in-
vention, creativity, synthesis and the full utilization of
intelligenoe. Development is continuous and temporarily
synchronized. The timetable was set by the Original Designer.
Development has a rhythm and a sequence. Eaoh new stage or
level ot advancement is founded on a previous step. All
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developmental change increases the child's equipment for deal-
ing effioiently with movement demands. Barsoh's final construct,
construct ten, states that movement efficiency 18 symbolically
communioated through the visual-spatial phenomenon called.
language. Man can economically represent his experience to
himself and others by employing symbols. A symbol 1s a form
used by man to "stand tor", to "stand in place of" or to rep-
resent an experience, event, circumstanoe, or happening. Its
employment is governed by the principle of economy_ Only as
the ohild's world expands, does the task or accounting for
himself, and all things around him, require the use or symbols.
The child is not required to invent his own symbol system.
He learns it by imitation from others. He lea.rns the labels
tor experiences, motion, and existence. His language develops
as man develops. As man moves to act, he symbolizes his aotions
to eoonomioally reoord his experienoes. His language reflects
his efficiency in movement. Symbolic fluency thus beoomes the
ultimate criterion or movement efficienoy. It is the final
synthesizer of the previous nine constructs of moviegenics. l
A twelve dimensional ourriculum called, A Movigenet10
Curr1oulu~, was devised by Barsoh. This curriculum was spon-
sored by the Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruotion.
No provision 18 made in the curriculum tor differential treat-
ment of individual ohildren. The program &S8l1IleS that eaoh
child will reoeive instruction in each dimension and that no








Fifteen Interrelated Components of Mo,vement Efficiency
According to Ray H. Barsch
Ray Barsch, Enricping Perception andCognitlon ~ Techni. ques
for Teachers (Seattle, Washington: Special Child Publ~cat1ons,
Inc., 1968), P. 26.
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other program will be included. The twelve dimensions pre-
sented are: Dimension I, Muscular Strength; Dimension II,
Dynamic Balance; Dimension III, Spatial Awareness; Dimension
IV, Body Awareness; Dimension V, Visual Dynamics; Dimension VI,
Aud1tory Dynamics; Dimension VII, Kinesthesia; Dimension VIII,
Taotual Dynamics; Dimension IX, Bilaterality; Dimension X,
Rhythm; Dimension XI, Flexibility; and Dimension XII, Motor
Plann1ng. 1
A model of the development of the motor system and its
interaction with learn1n,g has been devised by Getman (1965).
It has become known as the v1suomotor theory. Because Getman
1s an optometrist. the approach reflects his prime interest
in the development of vision, which 1s equated in this model
to perception.
The v1suomotor model of Getman attempts to illustrate
the developmental sequences of a child's performance in acquir-
ing motor and perceptual skills. The model is designed to
illustrate the dependence of each successive stage of develop-
ment upon an earlier level. Each level or row 1s composed of
a number of separate activities. The rows or levels as seen
on the illustration of the learning diagram in his model are
described below.
Row A are the innate response systems. The responses
in this system are unlearned and reasonably intact and oper-
able at birth. As noted on the diagram, they include tonic
1Ray H. Barsch, A Mov1genet1c Currioulum (Madison.
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neck reflex, startle reflex, light reflex, grasp reflex,
reciprocal reflex, stato-k1net1c reflex, and mystat1c reflex.
Row B 1s the general motor system of looomat1on or mobility
skills. Skills involved are creeping, walking, running, jump-
ing, skipping. and hopping. Row C ~s the special motor system.
Skills of this system are more selective and elaborate com-
binations of motor skills such as eye-hand relationships, com-
bina.tions of two hands working together, hand foot relation-
ships, voice and gesture relationships. Row D is ocular motor
systems. The movement of eyes must be developed and controlled
in a special manner for success in classroom tasks. The skills
involved are fixation, the ability to visually locate a target;
saccad1cs) the visual movement from one target to another;
pursuits, the ability to have both eyes follow a moving target;
and rotation, free movement of both eyes in any and all d1rec~
tiona. Row E explains the speech-motor system and refers to
speech. Areas covered are the motor and auditory integration
system of babbling, imitative speech and original speech. Row
F 1s the visualization system. It refers to the ability to
recall or remember not only what has been previously seen by
the eye, but also what has been heard .. touched or felt; immed1..
ate whereby we can see as we feel, post...future whereby we oan
review an event that happened yesterday or a previous event
which will occur tomorrow. Row G is vision or peroeption and
is dependent upon the result of intact and oomplete learning
in the supporting developmental levels. Pi is a single percep-
tual event. P2 1sanother perceptual event reaohed through a
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comparable pyramid or experiences. The final row, Row H, 1s
cognition and is reached through the prooess or integrating
many perceptions. The three higher levels seen on the diagram
above oognition represent the higher symbolic and more abstract
mental processes leading to intellectual development. Line X,
before Row H, is used to differentiate the .process by means or
whioh children treat the information that comes to them through
their receptors. The successful receipt and manipulation of
highly abstract and symbolio information input would indicate
the child treating the information in a psyohophysiological
manner. We can also use the dotted line between the erect
and inverted pyramids to denote that the child's process of
concrete and realistic information that comes from the world
about him cannot be accomplished in a phys1opsyoholog1cal
manner. As explained earlier, Row H 1s the cognitive act
which is in reality the acquisition of new knowledge. The
two A's above are analogs and abstraotions. The information
1s transformed tosu1t new tasks and decisions. These trans-
formations then .present opportunities for elaborations upon
the 1nformat1ona11nput by utilizing the prooess of 1maglna..
t1on, creativity and expression. These in turn, with their
interrelationships and reciprooities, contribute to 1ntellec-
1tual development.
Getman intended that the pyramid shape would indicate
lGerald N. Getman, "The Visuomotor Complex in the
Acquisition of Learning Skills," in Learnins Disorders, Vol. 1,
Ed. J. Hellmuth, (Seattle, Washington: Special Child Publica-
tions, 1965), pp. 61-74.
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that a solid base or learning 11 required at each level before
the next level could be added with seourity. Each level ot
motor learning is moreprec1seand exacting than the preceding
level. Getman believes that many learning programs being
utilized today approach the ohild as if he had successfully
achieved the motor and perceptual levels and was moving toward
the cognitive levels. Such programs may not succeed it the
foundation 18 not solidly built, because cognitive learning
will then be inaeoure and shaky. The implications then are
that many ohildren need more experience in the base level of
motor development.
It 18 this author's deep and sinoere conviction
that the modele presented here may well give us the
guidelines tor the enrichment programs and the m1nd-
body tra.1n1ng that w1l1 aS81,t us to guide children
toward their maximum growth. 1
Getman has developed a training program that follows
his v1suomotor model of learning. His original training pro-
gram has been revised and arranged into a more formal,
structured format tw1ce.The firat program was titled, The
Physiology or Readiness: An Aotion Program for the Development
of Perception tor Children (19614).2 This program, revised. i8
now called Developins Learni!'Y5 Readiness (1968).3 The foundation
.
•nneapo rograms to
3Gerald N. Getman, E. R. Kane, M. R. Halgren, and
G. W. Me Kee .. Developing Learning Readiness (Manchester,
Missouri: Webster Division, Me Graw Hill Publishing Co., 1968).
1 4Ibid •• p. 7;.
20erald N. Getman,
Action Pro" ram. tor the Develo ment ot Perce t10n
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of Getman's tra1nlngprogram 1s the basic sequence of growth
and development associated with the first five years or life.
This sequence 18 organized into six sequential and interrelated
developmental areas or stages, briefly discussed below. The
first stage is the general movement patterns stage. When a
ohild moves, he learns. Without movement, learning does not
take place. The body learns to explore. The eyes become the
steering meehanism t the bones frame the supporting structure,
the nervous system the start...oontrol--stop oircuit, and the
musoles the anatomical parts for action. The second stage 1s
speoial movement patterns. General movements are extended to
include synchronized use of body parts and manipulation. Eye..
hand coordination 18 achieved early and sets the pattern for
subsequent integration within the body's perceptual system.
Eye movement patterns follow. Vision replaces general and
special movements and the hands are freed for more economical
use. The less manipulation the hands must exercise, the more
available they are to produce shapes, forms and symbols with
greater and greater steering from the visual system. The
acquisition or information involves le88 and les8 manipulation.
The fourth stage 1s oommunication or visual language patterns.
Por the mastery ot speech, considerable oontrolot lips. mouth,
tongue and throat muscles must be acquired. According to
Getman, nonverbal oommunication is related to eye movement
patterns and other special movementpatterna. Suggestion 18
made that children with inadequate eye movement development
evidence much difficulty with words of distance, direction,
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and position. Language oommunication gives the child oppor-
tunity to verity visual d1sor1m~natlons. Visualization patterns,
the fifth stage, 1s sometimes called visual memory. V18uallza~
t10n involves (1) the recall ot previous learnings, (2) the
matching of new learning against those already known and (3)
the inspection and interpretations or new learnings. Therefore,
visualization patterns substitute for action, speech and time.
Thes1xth stage, visual perceptual organization, 1s a level or
development that makes it possible for an individual to inter-
change body mechanisms while interpreting the environment. By
touohing the object, oertain reliable inferences can be made
about its appearance. Vision remains most important in 1nter~
pl'etation since it charaoteristically provides more accurate
distanoe reoeption than audition and yields information in
texture, size, shape, direotion and color. 1
In the discussion of and remediation or the perceptual-
motor systems discussed previously, the implication is that
these funotions are olosely related a.nd that improvement in
one area stimulates improvement in the other. Specific tasks
were designed to make use of both abilities simultaneously
whioh resulted in increased integration between perception
and motor response. In one system to be discussed now, the
emphasis or training is upon the development of motor10 1nte~
grat10n and coordination, the inference being that peroeption
18 to a considerable extent the by--produot of motor1e adequaoy.
lGerald N. Getman, How to Develop Your Ohild's Intelli-
gence (Laverne, Minnesota, Author, 1962), pp.23-31.
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This system is the patterning theory of neurologioal organ1za~
t10n of Doman and Delacato. The essential tenets or the theory
and praotice ot neurological organization were developed be-
tween 1955 and 1962. The concept or neurological organization
is based on the theory that neurological development follows
the biogenetic postulate that "ontogeny recapitulates
phylogeny", that is, that individual human development repeats
the pattern or mants evolutionary development.
Neurological organization is that physiologically
optimum oondition which exists uniquely and most
oompletely in man and 1s the result of a total
andun1nterrupted ontogenetic neural development.
The development recapitulates the phylogenetic
neural development ot man.
Basically, neurological organization as~B that:
(1) Ontogeny, the prooess ot individual development, recap1tu~
lates phylogeny, the procels of species development. (2) The
development or the individual proceeds in an orderly way.
anatomically. 1nthe central nervous system, progressing
through the medulla and spinal cord, pons, mld--bra1n, and
cortex which oulminates in hemispheric dominance. (3) The
individual's mobility, vision, audition and language par~
allelsand 18 functionally related to his anatomical progress.
Delacato suggelta that the develo,pment or the human
brain tollows& fairly consistent pattern. Beginning before
birth and. ending around the eighth year of life, neurological
learl H. Delacato, The Treatment and Prevention of
Pleading Problems (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas
Publisher, 1959), p. 19.
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funotions gradually develop vertically from spinal oord to
cortex as myelinization takes place. l Delacato's basic pre-
mise 1s that if man does not follow the sequent1aloont1nuum
of neurologioal development, he will exhibit problems of
mobility and/or communication.
Establishment of the level of dysfunction, using the
Doman-Delaeato neurological developmental profile, is followed
by therapy which 1s based on the assumption that a specifio
therapeutio experienoe will affect the development of a spe-
cific brain level. Treatment begins at the ohild's diagnosti-
cally determined levelot neurologioal development. at which
the child fails.~ The child must master eaoh successive level
before he moves on to the next level. Treatment teohniques
prooeed as follows: Medulla Level. The opportunity 1s pro-
vided to use the basic reflex movements by plaoing the ohild
on the floor for most of the day. In addition, fishlike move~
menta are imposed on the child's body for prescribed periods
of the day. Pons level. The same procedures are used at the
level of pons with homolateral patterning being administered.
Several adults work the child's limbs for him rhythmically
while he lies face down on a table. One person turns his
head from side to side while another flexes the arm and leg
on the side to Which the head has been turned, and a third
person extends the limbs on the opposite side. Proper sleep-
ing patterns are prescribed tor the ohild. The development
lpatricia I. Myers and Donald D. Hammill, Methods
tor. Learnin,.Diaorders (New York: Hohy Wiley &Sons, Inc.,
1969), p. 2 5.
-49-or b10cular vision 1s aided by having the child tollow a self-
directed visual st1mulum with eaoh eye being ocoluded tor
three or four one-minute periods a day for two or three weeks.
Midbrain Level. At the midbrain level, the aim of treatment
is the mastery ot bilateral activity. Some useful activities
reoommended include cross-pattern oreeping; whioh varies in
praotice time from ten minutes to one hour per day. Training
for visual yoking of the eyes is facilitated when the child
follows a visual stimulus whioh he or others is moving. Music,
tonal d1scrim1nat1onand m.emory, and SOUIld games are used with
children who have articulation and phonetic element problems.
Early Cortical Level. At the cortioal level. patterning con-
sists of daily ten-minute or more practice periods in orOS8-
pattern walking. The child) visually, should be developing
stereopsis through playground games which require that he learn
about spatial relatione. He must also develop near-point
vision it he is to become ready to read. Table activities
such as crayoning oan be useful. Cortioal Hemispheric
Dominance. The final stage of neurologioal development, accord-
ing to Delacato, is attained when hemispheric dom1nal1ce 18
established. At this level, patterns of sleep oonsistent
with s1dedness are emphasized. To help develop a dominant
foot, act1Yit1es suahas kicking J stepping off, and hurdling
are helpful. Skills such as cutting, throwing, using tools and
pioking up objects are used to develop handedness. Eye
dominanoe is taught. Telescopes are used tor point vision
and microscopes for near-point vision. Delacato also favors
learning should be a hapP1 experience by involving in the
learning process, various games and ph181cal activities.
He doesn't believe game. represent lome kind of edu-
oational cure--all but he do.. feel they enhance academio
ab1lities. Hie book, Active Learn1ns. illustrates tun-tilled
teohniques tor teaching basic academic operations that have
formerly been taught in m.uch le.8 than happy ways. Cratty
1nouloates virtually any intelleotual ability into a lesson
in which movementexper1enc8s are a main ingredient. He
suggests many intellectual operations that can be improved
lIb1d •• pp. 276-280.
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with specifio games. They include memorization, oategorization,
language communication, evaluation. problem solving and thought-
tul rules. l
Movement games may help the child with learning
problems, may aid the active normal child to learn
better, and may improve the academic progre~s of
the culturally deprived and retarded ohild.
He hal designed a developmental sequenoeot perceptual-
motor tasks or movement activities tor neurologically handi-
capped and retarded children and youth that cons1sts or sixteen
developmental steps. Its pr1mary goal 18 the formation of body
image and the body's position in space. 3
Jean Ayres, another educational specialist, 18 a110
a proponent of the perceptual-motor approach to learning. Her
major oonoern deals with deficits in the perceptual-motor
sY8tem and how the•• deficits affect children. She lists five
types of syndrome that are the result of types or perceptual..
motor defioits in ohildren with learn1ngd1sab111t1es. The
five syndroma ahe lists are aproxia, deficit in perception of
forms and position in spaoe .. laterality, deficits in visual
figure-ground perception, and perceptual disturbances. Her
main concern 11•• with the d.evelopment or tactile perception.
laryantJ. Cratty, Intelligence in Action: Phzsical
Activities tor EnhanCinl Intellectual AbilIties (Englewood
Cllfts t .R.J.: PrentIoe-all PUblIahi~ Co., Inc., 1973),pp. 1..£10.
2aryant J. Cratty, Active Learn1ns (Englewood Clitfs,
N.J.: Prentlc&~Hal1 PublishIng Co., Inc., 1911), p. 10.
3Bryant J. Cratty, Develoemental S_guenoesot Per-
oeptual-Motor Tasks-- Movement. Act1vit1ea. for Neurological
Hand1ca ··.4 and Retarded Children and Youth (freeport, L.I.,
ducat10na Aot1v tie. nc •• 9 •
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She feels that 1f a child haa a deficit in tactile perception,
he is apt to have def'ioits in other types as well. l
Lydia A. Gerhardt, author of the book, Moving and Know-
ing, also stresses the importance of perceptual-Jnotor develop-
ment to cognitive development. She says that body movement
is being actively recognized as an underlying and essential
component in the child's learning. Her contention 18 that
lite begins with movement. The ultimate uniting or sperm
and egg is dependent upon movement. During the prenatal
development. embryo and fetus are in constant motion. When
a child is born, his survival forces him to move. He acts
tomalnta1n an equilibrium within his body and simultaneously
responds to the external world. Hence, life refleots a cre~
at1ve interaction between the child and. his world. Movement
is both oause and effect. Movement has also been responsible
tor man's progress. Body movement stimulated earlY' man to
think, it directed man's achievements and thoughts, and
thoughts in turn directed his movement. Movement, therefore,
is apparently essential to one's ability to cope with the
world. It stimulates man'. thinking process and it has played
a v1tal role in the development ot knowledge. Gerhardt lays
movement is responsible tor the development or man's perceptiona,
the tormat1onof images. the developmentot thinking and the
development or language. 2
lJean Ayres, "Types of' Peroeptual-Motor Defioits in
Ohildren With Learning Disabilities," Re.dins in Learnin,
Disabilities (N.Y.: Selected Aoademic ReadIng fno., 1§64~.
2Lydia A. Gerhardt, Movement and Knowing (Englewood
Clift., N.J.: Prentioe Holt Publishing Co., 1973). pp. 1-10.
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Robert Valett has developed a screening devioe for
the detection of learning d1sab111t1es which is largely
based on perceptual-motor prinoiples. Valett lists ten
factors that he oonsiders important and essential: visual
acuity, visual coordination and pursuit, visual form disorimin-
ation. visual figure-ground disorimination, visual memory,
visual-motor fine muscle ooordination" visual-spatial form
manipulation, visual-motor speed of learning, and v1sual-
motor integration. Valett's work 1s a good example of the
state of' the art of perceptual-motor training. It contains
a list of peroeptual subcategories based on intuition and
logic rather than on research. Valett goes farther by
actually asking his readers to help do the needed research.
Acoompanying each category or perceptions are recommended
diagnostic and then remedial devices. He asks his readers
to send him notes on how they work. l
lRobert Valett. Remediation or teRmini Disabilities
(Palo Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, 195.).
CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF RESEARCH STUDIES
FROM 1969 THROUGH 1974
The research articles in this chapter were chosen
primarily from literature of 1969 through 1974. They were
taken trom many and various major periodioals which presented
studies pertaining to the topic under discussion. This
chapter encompasses virtually all the studies that this
researcher could locate of this rive-year period whioh focus-
ed on the effectiveness of perceptual-motor training. None
of the articles was selected on the bas1sof prior know-
ledge or their results or methodology. This researoher reels
that generalizations may be made about the research findings
of the entire field of perceptual-motor programs which were
studied. The selection prooedure was 1ntended to insure,
as accurate as pos8ible, a presentation of the moat recent
literature ooncerning the subJect matter.
The population under study, regardless of the particu-
lar approaoh employed, dealt with studies on children who are
mentally retarded, children who display learning disabilities,
children who have been identified as culturally or economi-
cally disadvantaged and children in regular classrooms who
have not been differentiated in any way and are thus assumed
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to fall, for the most part, in a normal distribution with
regard to measured IQ, learning disabilities and soc1o~
eoonomic status.
The order of presentatlonot these studies will be
aooording to grade level beginning with sUbjects in the kinder--
garten level and prog~es81ng forward.
Fa11k designed a study to determine if providing a
group or kindergarten children with a specially designed
curriculum based on principles of perceptual-motor develop~
ment would have any differential effect on their readiness
for reading at the end ot the kindergarten year and whether
there would be any significant effect on their reading skills
once they had begun to learn to read. The Anton Brenner
Development Gestalt Test of School Read1nes8 was administered
to approximately n1nty ohildren entering kindergarten. Their
scores were ranked and the top third was removed. The re-
maining sixty children were randomly divided into two groups,
keeping the number or boys and girl. balanced. One group was
the experimental group, the other became the control group.
The soores or the two groups initially were not significant
differentially. A planning committee attempted to take the
standardk1ndergarten curriculum and tit it into a develop..
mental ae-quence which emphasized (1) grols-motor development,
(2) eye-hand coordination and (3) Visualization patterns. The
partot the curriculum which as most clearly associated with
peroeptual~motor development was designed after the work of
Kephart. This group composed the experimental group. The
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control group spent the kindergarten year using only standard
kindergarten curriculum adding only a semi-structured exper-
ience designed to oorrespond in setting the general activity
to the experience of the experimental group. At the end or
the year, all the ohildren were retested with the Brenner
Gestalt Test used in the initial screening, the Metropolitan
Readiness Test and a specially devised test or basic perceptual-
motor development. One and a half years later the investigators
returned to administer the reading section or the Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Primary II Battery. Form B. The results
showed that there was no significant differenoe between the
experimental and control groups at the end of the kindergarten
year on any or the three teat variables. The mean soores tor
the two groups on the perception test were so significantly
close as to be non~s1gn1t1cantlydifferent. Nor were there
significant ditterences between the two groups on the Metro-
politan Readiness Test. A lack of significant difference con-
tinued to hold up when these ohildren were tested at the middle
or the second-grade. In conclusion, the perceptual-motor
programts effect on reading was absent. 1
Smith initiated a project to determine to what extent
children entering kindergarten are ready tor first grade read-
ing experiences after having been engaged in perceptual-motor
skills on the reading readiness or randomly plaoed kinder-
garten children who were enrolled in twelve kindergarten
~la88el from 81x schools. All of these children had similar
lL. H. Palik, "The Effects or Special Perceptual~Motor
Training in Kindergarten on Second Grade Reading," Journal or
Learn1ns Disabilities, 2, (1969~ pp. 395-402.
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soc1o...econom1c baokground experiences. All were administered
the Metropolitan Readiness Test ~ Porm A at the beginning or
the project. The classes participated in perceptual movement
patterns an average of three days a week, twenty-minutes per
day for twenty-five weeks. Two days each week were spent in
regular physical education. The classes ranged trom twenty~
six to thirty-three students. All of the classes were taught
identical movement skills using a multisensory approaoh. Vi...
sual, audio, and tactile receptors were continually activated
as the children became involved in many movements with specific
d1r'8ct1onal orientation. The twelve claeses were divided into
three groups of tour 01a8s8s eaoh. The major differenoes in
the groups was the teaoher's method of presentation. Four
classea (group I) were taught using a method in whioh the
teaoher d.irected the children to do specific movem'ents and
related theae movements to directions ot up, down, forward,
baokward, lett and right. Four class8s (group II) were taught
using a semi-problem solving approach in which the children
were asked quest10ns wh1ch they attempted to solve through
movement. The teacher provided the clue and would demonstrate
to the children if the problem took too long to solve. All
movements were related specifically to directions of up, down,
forward, backward, lett and right. The tinal four alasses
(group III) did identical movement patternsa.nd skills to the
two groups previously described. The only differenoe was that
during the time, the direotions of up, dOwn, torward, baokward,
left and right were never mentioned. The directional movements
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were related to oolor ooded targets or name8 (green, red, yellow,
and blue targets). The activities and movement patterns used
in this project were selected to test the theory: If percep-
tual movement patterns have a direct relationship to learning,
and sinoe reading 18 a perceptual skill involving bilateral
movements, then conoentration on bilateral ·movement patterns
tor twenty..r1ve weeks during kindergarten will improve the
reading ~ead1ne.8 of ohildren. At the end of the experiment,
Metropolitan Rea<'1.1ne.8 Test .. Form B waa administered to all
the children. The resultsot this project showed that 35%
ot all the children were average or above, indicating readiness
tor first grade. No signifioant ditterenee appeared between
the directed and problem solving methods or teaching according
toacomparison or the mean score of improvement. There was
a 8.13 peroent greater mean score gain in the combined direoted
and problem solving groups (groups I and II) when compared to
group III. It appeared that there 18 a greater understanding
andtranster of learning it direction of each movement 1s
used to reinforce the movement. The researcher conoluded with
the statement that a perceptual--m.otor program was effeotive
in his projeot. 1
Again u.sing kindergarten subjeots. Jensen and King
compared the etrecta on reading ot three difterent kinds of
visual-motor training: (1) tactual word tracing, (2) rearrange--
1p • Smith. "Perceptual-Motor Skills and Reading
Readiness ot K1ndergarten Children," Journal of Health
Physical Eduoation and Reoreation, 41, (1910), pp. 43-44.
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ment or individual letters to form words and (3) visual match-
ing of word forms with one or tour ohoices. Each subject was
asked to read words for whioh he had been trained during a
training and telt1ngper1od or about twenty-five minutes.
The authors found that traoing was significantly easier than
rearranging. They found no signifioant ditterence on the
reading task favoring either of the three types or training.
They oonoluded that no one teaching method 18 best tor all
children and that instructional methods must be individually
tailored tor each child. They cautioned against accepting
programs that cla1m superior results in reading achievement
as the result of v1sual-motor training. It should be noted
that the laok of a control group deprived of visual--motor
training makes 1t presumptuous to oonclude from this study
that visual-motor training does not improve reading performance.
The twenty--five minute training period, type or peroeptual-
motor training. and testing period also weakens this argument. l
On the basis or the Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test,
Ke1m selected a group or sevent1~rOur kindergarten children
with visual-motor deficienoies. Half were at that time
assigned to a group that received the Winter Haven Program
in addition to regular programming, While the other halt
formed a control group which reoeived ordinary kindergarten
training. A8econdcontrol group consisted of ch11dren ev1-
IN.J. Jensen and M. King, "Effects of Different Kinds
or V1sual..Motor Disorimination Tra1n.1ng on Learning to Read
Words," Journal of Educat1onalPslcholoil, 61, (1970), pp.
90-96.
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deno1ng no visual-motor problems. Pretest and posttest mea~
aures showed no significant differences between the groups on
the Peabody Pioture Vocabulary Test. the Stanrord~B1net Test
or the Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Teat. The group receiving
the Winter Haven Program did not score significantly different-
lyon any of the 8ubt8St or the Metropolitan Readiness Test.
ot possible significance was Ke1m's report that teachers using
the Winter Haven Program were dissatisfied with many of the
aspects ot its program. l Methodological weakness and lack at
information in his reporting indioated a need for oaut1on in
interpreting the findings. Ke1md1d not mention the basis tor
identification or the seventy-tour ohildren with supposed
motor problems acoording to the Bender~Ge8talt. Without cut-
off scores, one would be unable to specify the extent of dis-
ability in those children. One cannot conolude from the
information given that peroeptual-motor training did not have
an influence on academic achievement.
Turner and Fisher investigated the effects or a pro--
gram on peroeptual-motor development and aoademic readiness
that was initiated to provide disadvantaged kindergarten child..
ren with experienoes they needed. Seventy..s1x disadvantaged
kindergarten children were the SUbjects or the study, twenty-
six ot whom composed the control group. All or the children
were pre- and posttested on the Slosson Intelligence Test, the
Metropolitan Readiness Test .. Form A, Frostig'. Developmental
lRiahard P. Kein, "Visual-Motor Training, Readiness and
Intelligence of Kindergarten Children." Journal or Learning
Disabilities, 4, (1910), pp. 256-259-
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Test of Visual Perception and Kephart's Purdue Perceptual-
Motor Survey. The oh11dren who composed the experimental
group used Kephart's developmental program tor half of eaoh
sohool day for seven months. The oontrol group participated
in a conventional kindergarten program. The results or this
study uncovered no signifioant lain scores ·between the two
groups on the SloB8on Intelligence Test. Mean posttest
differences on the Metropolitan Test were significant favoring
the experimental group. The Kephart Survey revealed no signi-
ficance between group differenoes. The program proved to be
more effective at improving tine motop behavior than gross motor
behaviors. l Fine motor be~viors correlate highly with success-
ful reading and writing activities. Intensive exposure to ver-
bal oonoepts, paired with concrete example and movements, may
have been a major program effect.
Using a. oanonical analysis .. Ch1ssom, investigated the
relationship between peroeptual-motor abilities as defined by
the Shape-O Ball Test and the Frost1g Developmental Test of
Visual Perception and intellectual abilities as defined by a
complex teaoher rating scale used in previous studies by this
same author. Th1rty..e1ght kindergarten children from the
Marvin Pittman Laboratory School at Georgia Southern College
were the subjects of this study. The mean a.ge of the partie--
1pants was 68.3 months at the time or the test ad~n1strat1on.
lR. U. Turner and D. Fisher, The Effects of a Per-
ceetual--MotorTra1n1ns Pro~ram Upon the Readiness and
Perceptual Development of Culturally Disadvantaged Children
(ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 041 633, 1970).
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The Shape--O Ball Test consists or a hollow plastic sphere six
inches in diameter with different geometr1callY8haped holes
in the surface or the sphere. Plastic geometric pieces match-
ing the holes are inserted into the sphere by the examinee as
rapidly as possible. The sUbjeots completed tour timed trials
of the teat, the sum ot which was the performance. The Frost1g
Developmental Test or Visual Peroeption consists or rive sub--
jects: eye-motor coordination, figure ground, form oonstancy,
position in space andspat1al relat1ons. Each subtest 1s
designed to measure separate v1sual-motor areas. The academic
oriterion measure consisted or a complex teacher rating soale
in Which the teacher rated her students from a high of nine to
a low of one 1n tour separate areas: reading readiness, quanti-
tative, verbal and listening. A reliability estimate of the
tour separate teaoher ratings, calculated by Cronbaok's Alpha
was .96. Two canonical analysis' were conductecl.Results or
the f1rstcanon1cal analysis between the perceptual-motor
domain (Shape-O Ball and the Frost1g Test) and the tour part
intelleotual oriterion showed a signifioant (p. 01) canonical
or .70. The Shape~O Ball Test made the most significant con-
tribution from the perceptual~motor domain, While reading
readiness and verbal ability ottered the greatest contribution
trom the 1ntellectual domain. The second canonioal analysis
used the rive Frost1g aubtests as predictor8of the four--part
intellectual criterion. A significant canonical correlation
(p. 02) of .78 was obta1ned. The subtests, position. in
space and spatial relationa, were the major contributors trom
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the Frost1g battery while the verbal rating was the major
intelleotual contributor. l
Pryzwanaky investigated the effeots of various
perceptual-motor training programs and manuscript training on
kindergarten children's test scores in the area or reading
readiness. F1vehundred and fitty-nine subjects trom six
schools in the suburbs of the large metropolitan city of
Philadelphia were involved. Three of the schools composed
the experimental group and the other three served &8 the con..
trol group. One week pr10r to the commencement ot the study
and during the week that followed the completion or the train-
ing, the Gates - McGen1t1e Reading Skills Teat was administered
to all sUbjects. During the study the experimental schools
used threeoommerc1ally available perceptual training programs:
Template Training (Sutphin, 1964), Frostig Developmental Book
of Visual Perception, Intermediate Level (Frost1g & Homme J
19(6), and Patterson Handwriting System. All three perceptual
programs emphasized the development ot tine-motor skills. All
of the training was done at the desk except tor the Template
training done at the blackboard. In addition, Kephart's
developmental activities tor drawing and copying were inoor-
porated into the programs. Fine motor training began in Febru-
ary and lasted thirteen weeks. Fifteen minutes a day were
devoted to the exeorc1ses. Eaoh or the three oontrol sohools
lB. S. Chis80m and Others, "Canonical Validity ot
Perceptual...Motor Skills for Predioting an Academio Criterion. 1t
Educational and Psyohological Measurements, 32, (1912), pp.
1095-1098.
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chose the program they wanted and each employed readiness
material from a basal reading program. One control school
a180 made limited use of Continental Press material in add1-
t10n to readiness reading texts. The results showed that im-
provement by all pupils exposed to alltwee perceptual-motor
training programs was not statistically signifioant at the
.001 level when compared to the scores aohieved by the control
program. The improvement shown by children in the manuscript
program was significant when compared with scores of the other
two perceptual-motortra1n1ng exercises. The improvement
shown by the children in the manusoript group was signifioant
(p. 001) over the control schools. l It might be well to note
that it could be possible that anyone of the experimental
groups in this study may show a latent advantage in reading
as the result of their training once words became the prime
focal point or interest in first grade.
As has been reported, many researchers have probed the
a.ffects of perceptual-motor development with kindergarten
childrenand1ts affeot upon their aoademic achievement. Like-
wise, the studies that follow utilizing first grade children
as subj eats probe the same qu.·st1on.
A study ooncerned with the degree to whlohsupplementary
intervention affeots the aoquisition Or reading skills in be...
ginning readers was conducted by Belmont, Flegenhe1mer and
lw. B. Pryzawansky, "Effects of Perceptual-Motor Train-
ing and Manuscript Writing on Reading Readiness Skills in Kinder--
garten," Journal or Educational Psychology, 63, (1912). pp.
110....115.
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Birch. Frostlg, Horne and Kephart feel perceptual-motor tra1n~
1ng will prevent or correct initial reading failure. Cohen and
Bateman argue that the surest way to teach children is to teaoh
them letters and words and to do it thoroughly. This study
attempts to probe these opinions. The subjects of the study
were two groups of sixteen children each who had equivalent
degrees of risk in reading failure. This poorness in runct1on~
ing was determined by the scores obtained from the N. Y. City
Pre-Reading Assessment Test. The researchers decided that one-
half of the children would receive supplementary perceptual-
motor training in addition to remedial reading instructions
and that the other half would receive remedial reading instruc-
tions only. The children met in subgroups of five or six
children each for four, one-half hour daily sessions per week
for seven months. The reading ability for all the children
was assessed atter the program on four tests: Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Wide Range Achievement Test, Gates - Me,
Gen1t1e Reading Test, Gates - MoKillop Reading Diagnostic
Test. The results showed that all of the children made equiv-
alent advances in their reading level. The children who re...
oe1ved perceptual training tended to make fewer attempts to
pronounoe diffioult words and omitted words more frequently.
The children Who were prov1dedonly remedial instruotion
attempted more or the difficult words. The results showed
that actually the two instructional methods had .1m11ar and
positive effeats on ohildren's ability to read. This leads
us to acknowledge that more research 1s needed on how to help
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high risk children with readi~.l
Hedges wanted to provide information on the effect
that the program, Phys101o6l or Readiness (Getman & Kane,
1964) would have on general aoademic achievement. The program,
PhYl101ogyof Readiness. is intended to develop a child's body
and also his sensory functions. General academ1c achievement
was defined in this study as word reading, paragraph meaning,
spelling and arithmetic as measured. by the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test. The sUbjects of this study were one hundred and
fifty-two first-grade students in rive elementary schools in
Clayton, Missouri. These students were randomly assigned to
either an experimental or oontrol group. During the first
week 1n November, the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale and
Stanford Aohievement Test was administered to all sUbjeots.
Following that, the experimental group underwent the Physiol-
ogy of Readiness exercises tor twenty minutes daily as well
as working on regUlar olassroom activities for twenty~one
weeks. The control group worked on regular classroom activi-
ties only as they would have, had there been no experiment.
The results of the study indicated that growth or increase
between pretesting and posttest1ng wal not greater for the
experimental group than tor the control group, but was less
in three out or the four areas: (1) word reading, (2) spelling
and (3) arithmetic. The dirfereno., however, was not
1Ira Belmont, Hannah Flegenhe1mer and Herbert G. Birch,
"Comparison of Perceptual Training and Remedial Instruction
For Poor Beginning Readers," Journal of Learnlng Disabilities,
4, (1973), pp. 230-235-
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statistioally signif1cant even at the .05 level. The author
ooncluded that all children should not be taught in the very
same way and at the same rate of speed. He said that it may
well be that there are specific children tor whom the materials
and exercises were beneficial. 1
A combined office-home perceptual-motor training pro....
gram was arranged for two children, C.A. 6-10, by Se1derman.
Both children were tested on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for ohildren and on the Slo815on Intelligence Teat. Their IQ
soores fell in the high normal level of intellectual funct1on-
ing. The children were a180 given the Metropolitan Achievement
Test and the Froat1g Developmental Test of Visual Perception.
It was found that their gross and tine motor abilities were
undeveloped. One child, (J.K.), came to the researcher's office
once a week for ten months. The other ohild. (I.K.), visited
the offiee once every other week for eleven months. The office
visita were forty-five minutes each on a one--to--one basis.
The parents were asked to work with their child at home tor
approximately twenty minutes daily. To complement the percept-
ual~motor training program, each ohild rece1ved a8sistance from
a read1ng specialist. These hourly sessions were a180 on a
one-to~one basil. J.K. attended seventeen aessions and I.K.
attended thirty-tour sessions. The initial phase of the per-
ceptual--motor training program emphasized the development or
gross-motor and motor-planning. This was tollowedby work in
lW.D. Hedges, "Effects of a Perceptual-Motor Program
on Achievement of F1rst-Graders," Eduoational Leadership, 30,
(1972), pp. 249-253.
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sensory prooessing in the various modalities. The develop-
ment of form perception, body schema. visualization exercises,
visual-motor coordination, visual synthesis and conceptual-
ization was also included 1nthe program. The results indi-
cated that all gross-motor and motor planning tasks showed
signifioant improvement. Fine motor improvement was also
improved significantly. J. K. moved troma neurologically
impaired 01a88 to a regular olassroom. I. K. tested one and
one-halt years above her present level. Before the program
began. I. X.'s reading level was minimal. l
Server, Shapiro and Shapiro conduoted a comparative
errectiveness study utilizing four methode or instructions on
the achievement or ohildren with spec1fic learning disabili-
ties. Their purpose was to examine the relative effectiveness
or three remedial techniques and a single oontrol in terms
ot language arts and arlthmet1cach1evement of "h1gh risk"
first graders. The four group'. remediation techniques were
as tollows: Group One used the D18tar Reading Method by Engleman
and Bruner. Group Two used an indireot method. The teacher,
who waa a perceptual-m.otor specialist, combined her techniques
with those ot Kephart. Groupthre. used a combined method.
Their time was divided equally betw.en the D1star Method and
the perceptual-motor specialist. Group tour, the control
group J reo.!ved no remediation method at all. Sixty-two "high
ri8k" first-grade children were the sUb3ects ot the experiment.
1A. S. Se1derman, ttLook at Perceptual--Motor Training,"
Academic Therapy, 7, (1972), PP. 315-321.
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Their disability was determined by two intelligenoe tests,
two achievement measures and one visual-motor integration
test. The ohildren were classified into five sUbgroups re-
lating to the specifio nature or the difficulty. Random
assignments to the control group and to the three groups
within each or the two speoial olasses was made separately.
The screening and. treatment assignment was completed at the
end of the kindergarten year. The treatment period itself
extended over the subjects' entire firat-grade experience in
a two-phase sequence. Phase I began in September and ended in
January. It consisted of the administration or a battery of
pretests to each or the sixty-two sUbjects. the application of
the treatment program fo)? two and one-half hours a week and
two interim posttests. Phase II began in February and ended
in May. It consisted of the individualized treatment prescribed
on the basis of the analysis of the diagnostic test. adminis-
tered during Phase I. During this period,' boundaries between
direct, indireot and combined groups were adhered to. The direct
group continued with Dlstar. The indirect group used perceptual-
motor devices rather than direct reading of numbers and letters.
The results showed no difference statist1cally between the tour
group. on any pretest measure. Dur1ng the interim postteats)
statistical dirterences were noted on only the word recognition
test. The ditference favored the1nd1rect method f1rst, the
combined method ••eond,the direot m.ethod third and the control
group last. These result. support the theoretical approaoh of
Kephart, Fro.tig, Johnson and Myklebust that training in
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perceptual-motor skills 18 effeotive with "high risk" ohild-
ren at this age. Final posttests on the Metropolitan Aohieve--
ment Test arithmetio scores showed significant difference at
the .05 level favoring the indirect method. In general, the
indirect and oombined g~oupi showed better achievement than
did the direct and control groups. If arithmetic and achieve-
m.ent are considered (in P1aget1an terms) related to the
attainment ot the concrete operational stage, the effectiveness
of motor tra~n1ng is theoretically sound at the age and develop-
mental stage of this sample. l As one considers this study,
the small size of theaample and the short instructional
period needs to be noted.
Hallewill and Sloan investigated the effectiveness or
an extended, comprehensive, supplementary peroeptual and
perceptual--motor training program on the reading achievement
or first-grade boys and girls who were designated as potential
reading problems. Three groups of thirty-five students each
oomposed the study. Two ot the groups were experimental and
one was the control group. Experimental group one, oomposed
ot students d.1st:r1buted throughout the sohool, were topart1c..
1pate in regula~ reading programs. They were a180 to be re-
cipients or perceptual-motor training aesaions conduoted by
the school reading per.sonnel who had train1ng six weekspr10r
llla.nche L. Serwer, Bernard J. Shapiro and Phyllis P.
Shapiro, "The Compar1t1ve Effectiveness or !'our Methods or
Instruction on the Achievement or Children with Specifio
Learning Disabilities," Journal of Special Education, 7 (1913),
pp. 241--248.
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to the beginning or this experiment'. The peroeptual....motor
training sessions or forty-flve minute durations were scheduled
twice a week trom November 1st to May 20th. The sessions were
conduoted in small groups or 8tudents or three and four eaoh
and featured a train1ng 1n sensory processing, intersensory
development, tine and gross motor d.velopm~nt, and developed
the concepta or laterality and directionality. Experimental
group two a180 consisted of students distributed throughout
the sohool. In addition to their regular reading instruotion,
they were to be the recipients of special reading assistanoe
oonducted by the lame sohool district reading personnel who
worked with experimental group one and the control group. The
aessions tor theae students were oonducted tor the same length
of time, and the same type of small group setting. Special
act1v1t1ea1n the program were work recogn1t.1on training,
phonet1ctra1n1ng. s1mple reading oomprehension exercisea.
listening exercises and choral poetry. The oontrol group or
thirty-five received regular reading instruction only. All
three groups were administered the Metropolitan Achievement
Teat, Primary I Battery. in May. The crlterlonof effective-
neS8 was the reading comprehension 8ubteat ot the Metropolitan.
The resu.lts otth18 study showed experimental gx-oup one to
obtain the higheat mean soore in reading in each or the sex
groups. The acores were or significant ditterence with the
control group but not with the second experimental group_
Experimental group two obtained higher reading scores than
did the control group among the boys and the total group but
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these scores were not signifioant. The oontrol girls ob-
tained higher reading scores than did the experimental two
girls. In reading the study, tour factors may have contrl~
buted to the results. The study used potential reading pro-
blem students, the personnel were well trained, they worked
in small groups, and the peroeptual-motor ~ra1n1ng supplemented
the regular reading program. These factors may have contri-
buted to the oonflict in findings between this present study
and previous studies which reported no significant superiority
for perceptual-motor trained student••1
To determine to what extent visual, motor, and per-
ceptual training would improve the reading and general achieve-
ment of children with visual, motor. and perceptual defioien-
o1es, Litchfield conducted the following study. Eighty first,
second, and third-graders identified as having such handicap.
by gross and fine screening instruments were randomly divided
1ntoexper1mental and control groups. One-half of a day for
six months, training exercises and activities were conducted
in the following categories: ocular, motor, movement skills,
laterality and directionality, spatial judgements .. eye-hand
ooordination and visualization. Posttesta administered were
the Fine Soreening Instrument, Long~Thorndlke IQ Test, Gates -
McGen1t1e Reading Test, and the Stanford Achievement Test.
The results ot the IQ and achievement testa showed no gain of
the experimental group over the control group. Fine soreening
lW. Hallewill and H. A. Sloan, "Effects of a Supple-
mental Perceptual Tra1ning Program in Reading Aohievement."
Exceptional Children, 38# (1972), pp. 613~621.
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results showed more improvement in visual, motor, and per..
ceptual functioning by the experlmentalgroup than by the
oontrol group. The control group had received regular read..
1ng 1nstruotions only. Aneodotal reoords kept by classroom
teaohers reported progress by nearly all the experimental
students. 1
Since torm discrimination, vlsual...motor match, and
fine-hand ooordination have been identified as significant
a.spects tor the 1dentit1cat1.on of children with reading pro-
blems. the authors. Thomas and Ch1slom. developed a test
designed to disoriminate among reading l·evels. This test,
the Shape-O Ball Test, has been shown to be an effective pre-
dictor of general academic ability. Plastic geometric pieoes
are inserted into the ball by the subjeot as rapidly as
possible. The test was designed to be a peroeptual-motor
test. The authors purpose of this study was two--:told. It
was first to &S8888 the relationship between two predictive
measures, Shape--O Ball and the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability
Test (1967) and two criter1a: reading performance and general
aoademic ability. Secondly, it attempted to classify students
into reading groups by use or the predictor measures. Forty~
eight first-grade children from Marvin Pittman Laboratory
School at Georgia Southern College made up the class that was
to reflect the total oommunity population. The mean age or
1'1'. B. Litchfield, A proram of Visual-Motor Percep-
tual Tra1nlnsto Determine Its B~tecta Upon Pr1marlLevel
Children w1th Reading and Learning Def1ciencies, (ERIC Docu-
ment Reproduction Service, ED 043 994, r1971~
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the group was 81.67 months. The Shape-O Ball Test was ad-
ministered to all subjeots to determine their perceptual-motor
level. The Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test, Primary I Level
was administered to obtain a measure of general mental ability
or soholastic aptitude. The two criterion measures were the
reading group to which the subject was assigned and a four-
part teaoher rating scale. The teacher rating scale was com--
posed or four ability areas on whioh the classroom teacher
rated their students from a low of one to a high of nine. The
sUbjects were divided into tour groupe according to the test
results: top group, best readers, bottom group and non-readers.
The results showed that the Bhape-O Ball Test is useful as a
predictor or the two aoademic criterion. The Shape-O Ball was
significantly related to both parts ot the Otis-Lennon Mental
Ability Test whioh is an objective measure of aoademic per-
formanoe (Part I .62, Part II. 72). The Otis-Lennon correlated
highly with the teaohers relating scale (r-.81) and reading
groups (r-.79).1
The following case study of Sloan and Se1dermann at-
tempts to study the hypothesis that oognitive development in
the primary grades 1s dependent in part upon a child's ability
to process information and that a ohild who 18 experiencing a
lag in neurological maturation and peroeptual-motor develop-
ment 18 less able to oope with the problems in learning at the
lJ. R. Thomas and B. S. Chisaon. "Inve.tigation or
the Combination ot aPereeptual--Motor Test and Cognitive
Ab1l1ty Test for th.e Pur.gos8 of 0.'1&.•s1fy1ng r1rst-Gr.ade Child-
ren Into Reading Groups, ·Paychology in Schools, 10, (1973),
,pp. 185--189.
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primary level or education. The child chosen for this study
characterized such disabilities after oompleting one year in
kindergarten. It was realized that she was not prepared to
proceed at a normal rate of learning in grade one. She was
referred for diagnostio evaluation and was found to be defi-
cient in visual processing, gross and fine. motor coordination,
auditory b1e~, sequencing, visual memory and visual motor
and had direotionality and spatial confusions. She was a
perceptually defioient child. Traln+ng was provided for her
in sensory process1ng, intersensory processing, gross and tine
motor development, visual synthesis, visual motor and visual
representation skills and partioularly in eye-hand coordina-
tion. The results showed that with theaaslstance of the
perceptual-motor training which was needed, this child per-
formed admirably dur1nggrade one. The substantial population
of children in almost any school system who have completed
grade one and who cannot read and have oomparable perceptual
deficiencies serves as a clinical control in this case. The
authors concluded that when defioiencies exist, perceptual and
perceptual-motor training during the school years improves
the 1ntermodal relationships which customarily develop spon-
taneously- The resulting improvements in 8elf-ooncept and
sensory prooessing can enable the child to respond to instruc-
tions more effeotively. This explains the significant improve-
ment in this child's ab111ty.l
lHarold A. Sloan and Arthur S. Be1dermann, "Case Re--
por.. t .. on. Grade One Child Before and After perceptu.al-Motor Train-
ing," Journal of Learn1ns Disabilities, 3, (1970), PP. 36-40.
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Lipton attempted to investigate if a special physioal
education program, oommensurate with the levels of readiness
of first-grade children with an emphas1aon direotionality
of movement, would positively afrect perceptual--motor develop-
ment and produce improvements in visual perception and read-
ing readiness. The ninety-two subjects in.the study were in
tour first-grade classes in the Mt. Pleasant school district
in New York state. The tour classes were divided randomly
1ntooontrol and experimental groups. They were equated in
terms or height, we1ght. age and sex within the limits of' the
sampling error at the .05 level. The experimental and con-
trol groups were evaluated to establish pre-experimental and
post-experimental program scores in perceptual-motor develop..
ment, visual perception and reading readiness using the Purdue
Perceptual-Motor Survey (Kephart. 1966), the Developmental
Teat or Visual Peroeption (Frost1g, 1963), and the Metropoli-
tan Readiness Test. During the experimental program, both
groups continued to participate in their regular classroom
programs which included basio reading readiness as part or
theourr1oulum. The two controlclaases participated in the
conventional physioal eduoation program. All subJeots in
both groups met in physical education class tor two, thirty
minute periods each week during the experimental program of
twelve weeks. The experimental program, designed to empha-
size directionality or movement. took into account research
whioh established those skills involved in perceptual-motor
development. It utilised many of the aspects of the Kephart
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program as well as ideas proposed by Barbara Godfrey, A. H.
Ismail. Genevieve Painter's experimental program. which sug-
gested ideas tor improving perceptual-motor spatial abilities
in children was also used. To obtain the results, a two-way
ANOVA, using d1fterence scores (pre-and posttest) to analyze
gains among 01a88es where they ooourred, was used to evaluate
pOltexperimental program performance. When analyzing gains
tor scores on the Perceptual-Motor Survey, the differences
for the experimental groups &s compared to the control groups
were signifioant beyond the .01 level. On the visual percep..
t10n test, thed1tterence8 tor the experimental group aa
oompared to the control groups were 8ignificantly better
beyond the .01 level tor treatment variable. On the reading
readiness teat, the d1fterence tor the experimental groups
&8 compared to the control groups were significantly better
beyond the .01 level tor the treatment variable. In conolu--
s10,n, the experimental physical education program which
emphas1zed directionality or movement produced significantly
greater gains in perceptual-motor development, visual peroep-
tion, and reading readiness than the conventional cu:rriculum
which did not have thisemphal18. l
There have been 80me indications in the literature
that motor proficiency is related to intellectual functioning
and lome investigators have reported increases in intelligence
IE. D. Lipton, "Perceptual-Motor Development Program's
Efreat on Visual Percept10n and Reading Read1ness of First-
Grade Children," Research. Quarterly of the AmerioanAssocla-
tlon torB.alth a Physical Educat1on, and Recreat1on, 41,
(1970), pp. 402~405.
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test scores as a result of motor training. Fisher designed
a study to test these findings. He wanted to study the et-
fectiveness of a structured program in perceptual-motor
training, following Kephart's principles, with educable
mentally retarded children. One hundred and two educable
mentally retarded children enrolled in pUb~10 school special
classes in an urban area were tested with the Perceptual-Motor
Survey. Fifty-tour were determined to be d.efioient in per-
ceptual-motor abilities. Each or the fifty--tour were ran-
domly assigned to one of three groups. The groups were labeled
group T, group H, and group C. Group T (tra1ning) participated
in an individualized, struotured program or perceptual--motor
training twioe a week tor tour and one~halt weekI. Group H
(Hawthorne) played table games instead or the perceptual-motor
training. Group C (oontrol) maintained their regular class-
room schedules. All three groups were administered the Per-
ceptual-Motor Survey, the Weohsler Intelligence Scale for
Children, the Wide Range Achievement Test and the Stanford
Achievement Test betore the training began. Following the
training, the Perceptual..Motor Survey and the Wechsler Intel11--
genae Scale tor Children were again administered to all ohild-
rene Two months later, two aohievement tests were administered
to the same groups. The results showed that improvement of
perceptual--motor abilities as a result of training was not
signif1cant. Children under ten years did reveal a signifi-
oant ditferenoe in favor of group T over group C. Group T
and group H was olose to statistical significance at .05
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probability level in favor of group T. The predicted im-
provement in intelleotual performance was not supported
either. All three groups did demonstrate significant im-
provement from pretest to posttest on Perceptual-Motor Survey
total 8cores and on achievement tests. Group T and H showed
statistically significant improvement on the Wechsler Intelli-
gence Scale fUll scale soore IQ suggesting the importanoe or
tbe Hawtborne effect on intelligence test performance. l The
reader must keep in mind that this was a short term study
which may have influenced the findings.
Clark and Dodd conducted the following study to try
to determine what influence aud1tory faotors had in v1sual-
motor testing and training. The subjects were children in
the first three grades of one elementary sohool. The school
is looated in a low--soc1oeconom1c, predominantly Negro neigh--
borhood. Each or three classes were randomly divided into
three groups, two experimental and one control group_ The
three treatments were matched With the three groups on a ran-
dom basis. Each ch.11d previously received a phys1calexam1n-
at1on. No child had both auditory and Visual acu1ty problema.
The visual and hearing problems that were noted were minor.
All of the children were administered the 8M. Achievement
Teat before andatter the study. Eleven ohildren were placed
in the control group. Ten were in theaud1tory group and
thirteen were 1n the visual group_ All three group. received
lK. L. Fisber, "Etfects of Perceptual-Motor Training
on the Eduoable Mentally Retarded." Exoeptional Children,
38, (1911), pp. 264~266.
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special attention tor a period of twenty minutes daily tor
three consecutive weeks. The auditory group, which was the
prime experimental group, reoeived exercises devoted to aUdi-
tory decoding, association, sequencing, memory. and motor
abilities. In the visual-motor group, stress was placed on
form disorimination and fine motor coordination. They were
taught primarily through their visual channel. The areas or
visual memory, motor memory, motor coordination. tine muscle
ooordination and visual discrimination were stressed. The
control group was involved in a variety of activities such as
listening to mus1a,ator1es. drawins, cutting picture., watch-
ing tilms, playing games, reading books, and taking a walk.
Following the experimental treatm.ent, the Winter Haven Per--
ceptual Forms Te.t was administered to all of the children as
a posttest. The results or the BRA Aohievement Test and
Winter Haven Perceptual Forms Test were as follows: The con--
trolgroup's mean score was significantly higher (.05) than
the auditory group's. It was not significantly higher than
the visual-motor group's. The auditory group had the lowest
median soor., followed 'by the visual-motor group, with the
control group having the highest median score. The results
indicate that performance on what 1s oonsidered primarilY a
v18ual--motor test can be significantly attectedby instructions
in auditory perception. l One should note that the use or a
single v1.ual~motor teat, the Winter Haven or a similar test
lCharlea M. Clark and Byron E. Dodd, "Aud1tory Factors
in Visual-Motor Testing and Training," Journal of Learn1ns
Disabilities, 6, (1911), pp. 582~585.
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as a screening device for learning disabilities in primary
grades 1s questionable. It should. also be remembered that
gains seen in visual-motor training programs may be due to
improved auditory functioning rather than visual-motor co-
ordination.
Through the use or a correlational. analysis, Ch1ssom
attempted to examine and by 80 doing to define more thoroughly
the motor relationships to academic aohievement and academic
aptitude. Ch1ssom made. thorough use or the cluster sampling,
done. One hundred and sixty-nine first and third-grade boys
representing fifty percent ot the target population from five
elementary sohools were the subjects ot the study. The mean
age of the first-graders was 80.5 months. The mean age of
the third-graders was 107.9 months. Three tests were seleoted
for each or the three categories: (1) balance, (2) dynamio
strength and (3) gross-motor coordination. The two oriterion
measures that were used 1nthe study were the Otis-Lennon
Mental Ability Test, Elementary It Form J, Which served as the
measure ot academic aptitUde and a teaoher rating soale which
composed !ourareas of aohievement: (1) reading (2) quantita-
tive (3) verbal and (4) listening. The teaoher was to assign
a rating of trom one to n1neln each area. The ratings were
them summed over the tour oategories to provide a total or
the aohievement rating for each SUbject. All motor tests were
administered in February on the school playground. The Otis--
Lennon Mental Ability Test was administered at the completion
of the motor test battery in each school. The teacher rating
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measure of aoademic achievement was obtained for each child
trom his regular clas8room teacher. The results of the f1rst-
graders showed the multiple oorrelations of .43 for the cri..
ter10n or aoademic achievement and .30 tor the criterion of
academ1~ aptitude were significant at the .01 level. The
equation predicting aohievement used all three tactors .. while
the equation predicting aptitude required only two. The
strength factor was not inoluded in the seoond equation pre..
dieting academic aptitude. The multiple correlations obtained
tor the third graders were .22 fOr! the academ1c achievement
criterion and .17 for theacademlc aptitude criterion. Neither
of these multiple correlations was signifioant. The motor
factor structure or the boys in grade one was the same as
that for grade three. The relationships between the motor
abilities and academic achievement and aoademic aptitude was
significant at the first-grade level but not s1gn1f1,cant for
the th1rd--grade group. The results of this study therefore,
support the relationship between the motor factors or balance
and motor coord1nat1onand the oriterion ot academic aChieve-
ment and academic aptitude tor boys in the tirst grade. l It
would seem from these results that peroeptual--motor theories
are more applicable to improve intellectual ability tor
younger children than tor older children.
Dietrick wanted to determine the relative effeotive-
ness of perceptual-motor training and individualized reading
lB.5. Chissom, "A Factor Analytic Study or the Relation-
sh1p of Motor Factors to Aoademio Criteria for First- and Third--
Grade Boys," Child Development. 42, (1911). pp.1133-1143.
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instruotion on the reading aOhievement, perceptual-motor
development, and behavior adjustment or children with reading
problems. Hia sUbjects were forty-tour children between the
ages or seven and eleven years who were attending a non--graded
elementary school program at the Gesell Institute of the Uni-
versity or Wisconsin - Stevena Point. The$e children were
selected on the basis or their falling in the lower half' or
the1r respective age group in reading achievement. Their
mean IQ score was 116w1th a range of 81 to 1114. Twenty-five
boys and nineteen girls were involved. They were ranked acoord..
ing to age and reading achievement and then randomly aasigned
within levels of age and reading achievement to either the
experimental or control groups. They were compared by means
or analysis or variance on age, IQ, reading achievement, per-
ceptual-motor ability, and school behavior adjustment. No
significant differences existed among the groups on any of
theae variables. Reading achievement w&smeasured by the
Stanford Achievement Teat, Reading Sections: word meaning,
paragraph meaning, and word study skills. Perceptual-motor
ability was evaluated by means of the Purdue Perceptual-
Motor Survey. Behavior adjuetment was measured by means or
the School Behavior Protile. Each instrument was administered
in October and April, before and after the experimental treat-
ments. The method or instruotion oonsisted or three experi-
mental 01a88e8, whlch were aread1ng group. a perceptual-
motor group and one placebo oontrol group. Each group met
daily tor thirty-five minute periods during the five-day school
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week from October to April. The reading group had a balanced
program of reading exercises. The perceptual-motor group were
engaged in peroeptual-motor exercises. The control group had
a series or activity units including holidays, orafts, and
good sportsmanship. The results showed that the reading group
performed above the other two groups in re~d1ng aOhievement,
but there was not significant differences. No significant
gains in perceptual-motor ability were found for any group in-
cluding the perceptual-motor group. The peroeptual-motor group
performed below the level of the other two groups on reading
aChievement and behavioral adjustment. It appeared that read-
ing treatment was the most effective condition but did not pro-
duoe significant gains. The reading and the control groups
were the most effeotive in producing gains in behavioral adju8t~
ments. 1
A'n1ne--year old black boy, organically impaired, defi..
cient in visual-motor analyzing, in synthesizing ability, unable
to perceive spatial relations, mixed laterality, unable to
sequence, and possessing figure ground problems was studied
by Emerick. The Wechsler Intelligenoe Scale for children
was administered and revealed a full range IQ tor 91 but a
twenty-nine point discrepancy was obtained between the Verbal
IQ of 105 and the Pertormance IQ of 76. The Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test showed an IQ score of 108. This boy was also
lC. Dietrick, nExperimental Analyeis of Perceptual-
Motor Approaches to Learning Problems," Education, 93, (1973),
PP. 381--392.
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given the Visual Motor Gestalt Test. He was seen at the
university phyeholog1eal setting in New York City for six
months. He had th1rty~n1ne treatment .essions three times a
week for twenty minutes and one, forty minute play period at
the end of each week. The various sessions consisted or one
or the following aotivities: acquiring the. notion of oategory
using brightly colored cards; asked to represent verbal ab-
stractions piotorially. in order to involve motor as well as
v1sual modalities; the selecting ot objects in the room accord~
1ng to instruotions that were given in coded language; the use
of Frost1g's exeroises from the Developmental Test or Visual
Perception involving visual--motor operations; putting puzzles
together; exercises from Coordinated Mathematics Science Series;
synthesizing and organising designs in standard Raven Progres-
sive Matrices; and the use or materials from Haar Hoo11n Per~
cept10n games which involve the sorting and matching of exer--
01se8 and the development or visual analysis and synthesis.
Since none of the material or the Wechsler Intelligence Seale
tor Children was used in the treatment, the effectiveness of
this program could be measured by a seoond administration of
the test. The retest showed that this boy improved significantly
(.05) on overall performance and significantly (.01) on the
8ubtest, picture arrangement. He also improved significantly
(.01) on thes1ml1ar1t1es subtest which 1~ a measure or verbal
concept format1on. The significant drop (.05) in the arithmetic
8ubtest may be accounted for by the interfering anxiety that
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surround this subject. l
Further evidence for a relationship between perceptual-
motor ability and academic achievement comes from theSkub1c
and Anderson study. The purpose of their study was to deter-
mine the relationship of a perceptual-motor battery of tests
to aoademic achievement and to intelligence. in fourth grade boys
and girls. Their subjects 1nvolvede1ghty-six fourth graders
or normal intelligence. Following their olassification on the
basis of the Stanford Achievement Test, rorty~tive high and
rorty--one low aohievers were asked to perform eleven perceptual-
motor tasks devised by the authors to assess abilities involving
both groBs and fine....motor movements. The study showed that the
high achievers were eignificantly superior to the low achievers
on six of the eleven perceptual-motor tests. Performance on
the peroeptual-motor battery- was positively and signifioantly
oorrelated (around .50) to the performance on the Stanford
Achievement Test and on the California Test of Mental Maturity.
Correlation data for the relationship between perceptual-motor
ability and academic achievement was obtained. 2
Many theorist. psychologist and speoialists in eduoa-
tion assume that mastery of perceptual-motor prooess is neoes"
sary prior to acquisition of higher cognitive process, and
lC. D. Emer1ck, "Treatment ot Conceptual and Perceptual
Deficits." Academ1oTherapy, 6, (1971), pp. 293-303.
2V• Skub1c and M. Anderson. "Interrelationship or Per-
ceptual..Motor Achievement~ Academia Aohievement and Intelligence
of Fourth-Grade Children,ff Journal of Learning Disabilities,
3, (1970), pp. 413-420.
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henoe, to scholastic achievement. Blbaoe developed an experi-
mental design allowing for variation in peroeptual~motor func-
tioning and scholastic ability to test this assumption. The
experimental design consisted of three variables: (1) a.ge of
sUbject, (2) level or scholastic achievement and (3) level of
pereeptual--motor achievement. The sUbJects. were boys aged
seven and eight years and twelve years. They were selected in
this way in order that the assumption could be investigated
tor both those who had only recently acquired the higher cog-
nitive process and thoa. in whom such processes should have
been well established. The level or scholastic achievement and
perceptual-motor achievement allowed them to establish the
follow1ngt'our--cell design: high perceptual-motor, high Bcho-
lastic; low peroeptual-motor,low achievement; high peroeptual-
motor, low scholastic; and low peroeptual-motor, high scholastic.
A total of eight boys were tested. One from each age group
was placed in one or the above categories according to the test
results. To differentiate high from low scholastic aohievement
for the group design, ·the child's moat recent report oard and
any pertinent information about his academic record were exam-
ined. High ach1eversrece1ved grades of A'. and B's in most
subject., particularly reading and math. Low academic aohieve-
ment waa indicated by D'. and F'a. The Kephart Perceptual-Motor
Survey was the first test administered and served to insure the
level of perceptual~motor achievement. Those sUbjects classi-
fied as high perceptual--motor achievers attained scores between
69 and 85 out or a possible 88 points. Scores between 39 and 57
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were lnd1oat1veof low peroeptual-motor achievement. The mean
tor high perceptual..motor achievers was 71 and 45 tor low
aohievers. Although the Peroeptual-Motor Survey allow8 one
to ass.s8the child's ability in various areas, it does not
indicate how the child will perform on le,arn1ng tasks involv-
ing specifiable cognitive means for solving. a task. Therefore,
three learning tasks were administered, each of which is devel..
opmentally organized such that lower or higher oonceptual means
of f'unet1on1ng may be recognized in the performance. All three
tasks had previously been found by the authors to validly dis-
criminate among groups d1rtering 1n their levels or cognitive
functioning. The first task, developed by Janet Switzer.
allows the child to use perceptual-motor means (pointing to
looations) or conceptual meana (naming colors) to identify a
aequence or six 41fterent colored lights randomly ord.ered.
The second task, used by Blum and Braverman, is the serial
learning of the Stroop Color--Word Test. It consists of color
words, red, blue. and green in (1) black, (2) color patohes ot,
(3) incongruous inks. The third task, designed by Frank
Clarkson, involves either motororoonceptual learning or the
proper paths tor finger mazes traced while b11nd--tolded.
Three maze. are pre.ented of increasing difficulty_ The results
of the study showed that the SUbjects who are high in 8cholastic
aohievement rely predominantly on oonceptual mean.. The subjects
who are low in scholastic ach1evementut111ze predom1nently
perc.ptual....motor means. There were no significant ditterence.
between groups When their performance on the three experimental
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tasks is oategorized in terms of high or low perceptual-motor
ach1evement as measured by the Kephart Survey. The ditterence
between groups attributable to the level or perceptual-motor
achievement was not supported. Low scholastio aohievement was
related to low perceptual-motor achievement. Both younger and
older children were found who showed gross defic1ts in peroep-
tual-motor abilities and who, despite these deficits, were able
to function very well in school and who did not reveal relianoe
on conoeptua1 means in the experimental tasks. l In oonclusion,
the study indicates both that the theoretical assumption must
be at least qualified and that the c11n1cal....pedagog1oal prac-
tices based on the assumption needs to be reexamined.
Maloney, Ball. and Edgar investigated perceptual-motor
techniques which had been developed by Kephart. They used an
experimental group of sixteen organioally impaired, mentally
retarded children who received sensory--motor training based
upon the theory and techniques of Kephart. An attention--
comparison group or tourteen, whose partioipants received in-
d1vidual attention andsoa1al re1nforcement but no sensory-
motor training in a struotured setting composed the control
group. The oontrolgroup was given as muoh social reinforoe..
• ent as the experimental group_ Thesenaory...motor training
group and attention-comparison control group were equated tor
age (around 14 years) and. IQ (around 42) and exhibited a wide
range of diagnostic categories. The sensory-motor grot.lp was
1ft • Blbace, "Relationships Between Perceptual and
Conceptual Cognitive Proces8,tt Journal or Learning Disabilities,
2. (1969). pp. 17~29.
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tra1ned tor torty minutes a day, three days a week, tor two
months. The attention-comparison subjects were seen for the
same period or time. As has been stated, the sensory....motor
sUbjects utilised Kephart's peroeptual--motor techniques. The
attention-oom.parison sUbjeots engaged in actlv1t'1es involving
equal amounts or interpersonal interaotion, physical oontact,
with the experimenters and social reinforcement tor attending
to and/or suooeeding at the activities. The tasks for this
group, in the experimenter-s· jUdgements, required a minimum of
sensory-motor skills. The following results were obtained on
three pre- and posttest measures. On the Purdue Perceptual-
Motor Survey, both groups made significant gains with the
m.ost significant gains tor the sensory...motor group. On a
modification or the Personal Orientation Test, both groups in-
oreased their scores markedly with greater significant gains
for the 8ensory~motor group. On a modified version of the
Eye. Hand and Ear Test, only the sensory--motor group aohieved
significant gains. Five dependent var-1a.bles, motor d.evelop-
ment, language development, 80c1al development. peroeptual-
motor development and bod.y image were improved while adaptive
behavior and f1nger loca11&at1on were not. On the b~s18 of
the results from the Eye, Hand and Ear Test and the Personal
Orientation Test, the authors supported Kephart's claim that
sensory-motor training develops body image. l
In a follow up study of the previous work by Maloney
1M• P. Maloney, T. S. Ball and O. L. Edgar, "Analysls
of the Genera11zab111ty of Sensory-Motor Training, "American
Journalot Mental Deficiency. 74, (1910), pp. 458..469.
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et al, Maloney and Payne studied the sixteen subjects
who had reoeived sensory-motor training and the tourteen
subjects in the control group. After eight months, it was
round that the experimental group maintained its superior
performance over the oontrol group on the Eye, Hand and Ear
Test and on the Personal Orientation Test. The authors stated
that there was crudenee. then in saying that the sensory-motor
training effectivene.s in p!'omot1ng body image will rema1n
stable for at least eight months atte:r the initial training
period. The N for the experimental group reflected an attri-
tion rate of twenty percent wh1le the N tor the control group
showed a loss of twenty-six percent. l No explanation was
reported for the.e substantial 108.ea, but they require that
the results be interpreted with 80me oaution.
One or the most w1dely known and clinically employed
tests or visual-motor perception haa been the Bender Visual
Motor Gestalt Teat. Klpp1tz added to the prolific researoh
literature on the Bender Test by developing a refined scoring
.,stem tor school age children. Several studies have re-
ported the use of the Developmental Bender Scoring System as
a predictor of achievement 1n the regular classroom. Bender
scores were oorrelated with a standardized reading achievement
test, a group achievement teat, and human figure drawings.
The result indioated that d.evelopmental Bender performance was
significantly related to prediction ot arithmetic achievement.
1M• P. Maloney and L. E. Payne. "Note on the Stability
of Changes in Body Image Due to Senaor7--Motor Training,"
American Journalot Mental net1c1encl, 14, (1910), p. 708.
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The purpose of this study then, was to determine whether there
would be an increase in prediction of academic achievement
among students by using both the Wechsler Intelligence Test
soores and the developmental Bender scores and oovary1ng age.
The study was conf1ned to select sample of seventy-four
educable mentally hand1capped students in ~111no18, rorty~f1ve
were boys and twenty~n1ne were girls. Their average age was
eight years and tour months, with a range ot about tour years.
The psychometric criteria employed to select the sUbjeots were:
(1) the Wechsler Intel11genceScale for Ch11dr'en, all sub...
tests, (2) the Wide Range Achievement Test, Reading, Spelling
and Arithmetic and (3) the Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test.
The mean Wechsler Verbal and Perrormance IQa tor the group
were 13.4 and 11.3 respectively. The mean Full Scale Wechsler
IQ was 69.6. The average educational levels in reading,
spelling, and arithmetic were 1.11, 1.2, and 1.5, respectively,
with scores rang1ngto the mid-third grade level. A multiple
regression analysis was completed, controlling for chronolo-
gical age d1fter·ences. The Wechsler Verbal and Performance
IQs and derived developmental Bender soores were used in the
prediot1on of education achievement in reading. spelling, and
ar1thmet10. The partial regression weights arrived at by
multiple regression teohniques m1nimized the error sum. The
results showed that the Developmental Bender Bcores were
negatively correlated beyond the .001 level of signifioance
with chronological age (r-.51'. reading (r-.lll). spelling
(r-.44)J and arithmetic (r-.51). These tinders would 1ndicate
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that among educable mentally handicapped ohildren, the
older the student the better the educational skills and the
fewer the perceptual-motor problemsat'e evident. The Bender
scores were significantly related to Weohsler Performa.nce
IQs (r-.38, p.001), but unrelated to the Verbal IQs. Both
the Verbal and Performanoe IQs were significantly related
to the achievement tests. Chronolog1~al age_ itself, pro-
vided an adequate measure with which to estimate educational
achievement with r'a from .38 on spelling to .52 on reading.
Gross exposure to the educational system appeared to be a
viable predictor of eduoational achievement. Eduoational
achievement measures for the educable retarded child were
also significantly related to one a.nother: reading and spell-
ing (r+.85, p.001), reading and arithmetic (r+.64, p.001),
and spelling and arithmetic (r+.60" p.001). By ohanging the
focus of analysis from correlative measures in simple rela~
t1onsh1psto predictive measures, a closer assessment oould
be made or the developmental Bender scores as they relate to
attainment in the educationally handicapped ohild. The que8~
t10n remains, given the ohronological age and intelligenoe
or the child. do perceptual-motorsoores increase the avail-
able 1nformat1onsutt1c1ently to warrant their use in educa-
tional placement and planning? A series of multiple regre8~
sion equations were developed which would oovary ohronological
age and allow tor the prediotion of eduoation achievement,
with reading, spelling, and arithmetic testa being thedepen-
dent variable.. The independent variables were Bender scores
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and Wechsler IQ soores (Verbal, Performance, and Full Scale).
Chronological age was held at a constant. By holding age
constant. the equations were designed to determine if among
the educable mentally handioapped level ohildren, Bender
scores would add to the understanding of educational achieve-
ment. In reading, the Bender scores did not add significantly
to the prediction of reading behavior. In fact, CA alone is
sUbstantially more relat.ed to reading behavior than Bender
scores: twenty-seven percent predictive variance for CA ve.
seventeen percent predictive variance for Bender soores.
Spelling soores were more highly related to CA than Verbal
IQ, r'a • .38 and .26 respectively. About nineteen peroent
of the predictive variance could be acoounted for on tIle basis
of Bender soores alone. The finding indicated that Bender
scores did not add substantially to the prediotion of spell-
ing scores among the educable mentally handicapped sample
population of this study. In arithmetic, approximately
thirty-five percent of the predictive variance could be ac-
oounted in the prediction of scores although about twenty
percent or the variance is accounted for on the basis of CA
alone. This was the only criteria where Bender soores added
to the predictive equation. increasing to thirty-nine percent
the amount or the variance accounted for • Taking into eon·-
s1derat1on the results of the entire study, one notes that
the finding indioates that among the educable mentally hand1..
capped students, visual-motor skills are signifioantly related
to attainment in arithmetic, given both chronological age and
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verbal ability.l
Sullivan's study 1s concerned with the effects of
Kephart's perceptual-motor training procedures upon a read-
1ng clinic sample, some of whom were visually handicapped
with binocular fusion difficulties. Specifically. the pur-
pose of the study was to determine the etf~ets or Kephart's
perceptual-motor training exercises upon the reading per~
formance of e1ghty-two poor readers from a ol:1.nlc population
of average or above average intelligence, in school grades
four to twelve. Second, it compared the effectiveness of
training upon the reading performance of children with binoc-
ular fusion difficulties and children with no apparent visual
defect. The screening method consisted of the use of the
Gray Oral Reading or Paragraphs; STEP Reading Tests, forms
2A, 3A and 4A; Morr1Bon~McCall Spelling Scale, Test 1; Weohsler
Intelligence Scale for Children; and the Keystone Visual
Survey Tests. One hundred and thirteen pupils (sixty-nine
boys and forty-four girls) from grades four through twelve
were the sUbjects. These pupils were treated at three in-
structional levels: elementary, junior high. and senior high.
From that population, only remedial readers were to be in--
eluded in the experiment. The final sample then inoluded
eighty-two students. Forty-one were in the experimental
group and rorty~one in the control group. Their IQ soores
ranged from 90 to 131. The mean IQ or the experimental group
IF. J. Kelley and B. R. Amble, "IQ and Perceptual Motor
Scores as Predictors or Achievement Among Retarded Children,"
Journal of School PsYOholoSYJ 8, (1970), pp. 99-102.
was 107.3 and 113.~ for the control group.
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The subjects
ranged from 8.3 to 18.0 years with the mean age being 15.4
years. Most of the sUbjects were in the junior or senior
high age range. The experimental and control groups matched
in all three levels of age, grade and IQ. All of the pupils
reoeived two hours of reading instructions. daily. There were
six pupils in a group and four groups per instruction level.
One instructor taught two reading groups. Half of the stu-
dents were in the experimental group and half made up the con-
trol group. The experimental subjects were given peroeptual-
motor training in addition to their reading instruction. The
control group received reading instruction only. The peroep-
tual-motor exercises were conducted one-half an hour daily
for six weeks. Three instructors conducted the training
sessions, each working with two pupils per r sess1on. The three
types of training exercises they used from Kephart's program
included chalkboard exercises. ocular pursuit exercises. and
sensory-motor exercises. The results of the program showed
that perceptual-motor training had little effect on poor
readers. Oral reading scores were close to significant
(.lOp.05). The Kephart peroeptual-motor exercises did not
improve reading performance of children with binocular fusion
difficulties. It appeared that readers in the middle and
upper grades do not benefit from perceptual motor training. l
Anthony and Edgington feel that classroom performance
lJ. Sullivan, "Effects of Kephart's Perceptual-Motor
Training on a Reading Clinic Sample," Journal of Learning
Disabilities. 5, (1972), PP. 545-551.
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is improved through movement. They 8ay that physical co-
ordination and academic achievement are related and are to no
longer be considered speculative. In tact they go 80 far as
to say that this 1. an established taot. Their basio ideas
about perceptual-motor development are explained as it 1s
related to academic achievement. The same. intellectual
abilities that are needed for academics must be tapped in a
phys1cal..development program that teaches body awareness and
control, spatial relations, balance, coordination, rhythm and
learning. They 8ay that theae aspecta ot coordination are
not here as they are in phys1oal..educatlon programs Which are
concerned with training that develops ape.d, strength. and
endurance. The child's ability to control his body parts.
separately and together, in response to verbal and/or visual
commands, involves the gross, internal controls and responses
which must be developed before the contr'ols that are needed
tor fine motor aots or aoadem1c8oan be expected. Every move....
mant, every physical activity, they say, 18 a mental experience.
Body oontrol,coordination and organization must be learned
in a sequential order and oan be taught. Organization ot
self comes before organization or thing. and a well-organized
person 11 a successful person in school and in life. The rule,
then, 18 that training shouldtollow an organized, gross-to-
f1ne sequence since all higher forms or the ohild's perceptual
and conceptual learning are based on his physioal exper1ences
during his early years. Anthony and Ed~an continue saying
that movements involve the reception of stimuli through the
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multisensory ohannels which are stored and related to other
stimuli that have been received. They believe that an early,
well--planned, consistent, physical-coordination program will
prevent the skips and gaps in the child's physical development
and will produce the internal body controls that are necessary
tor h1ssuocesst'ul movement through lite•. They say that it
should never be taken for granted, or expected, that elementary
sohool students have the gross coordination and body control
necessary for school success. This 1s not learned by osmosis.
It must be taught and learned in sequential order. These
authors have developed such a program built upon their id.eas
about early eduoation. Three~hundred and fifty students, rang-
ing from two and a half years through the sixth grade are
trained. The beginning of the training movement develops sep..
arate parts of the body while the children are seated on the
floor. Then as training progresses, movements suoh as "angela
in the snow", craw11.ng, creeping, rolling, walking, running,
hopping" skipping. walking board, s1de--at:raddle-hop, jump the
rope, obstacle walk. trampoline, volleyballsk111s, basket-
ball skills and many other coordinated activities are included.
They teel that skating is one or the very best physioal co..
ordination activities. It, they say, develops balance and
specific motor--movement patterns that incorporate the whole
body. The children in their program Who are four years and
older are taken through sequence activities that teaoh them
how to skate. In their program, they find Short, daily physi-
cal development accomplishes more than longer periods or two
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or three times a week. In oonclusion, they state that care-
ful, sequential development of these exercises takes time and
involves expense. But they say •
••• the positive results are more than worth the
cost, tor ohildren Who reoeive such development
programs will show improvement in body oontrol
and in classroom performance.
The learning pyramid, Potential Through Perception. has
been developed as a learning program for children with specific
learning dlaab111t1es and 1s the result or more than three
years of intensive observation or children with learning dis--
abi11ties, detention of their specific deficits. and the
development of aotivities and routines designed to eliminate
or compensate, tor each deficit. Essential for children with
learning disabilities, the program has proved to be benefioial
for every child, regardless or the area of exoeptionality
wherein he may fall .. 1nestab11sh1ng the basic motor skills
neoessary in torming a sound toundatlonfor the total learning
process. The program1n1t1ally was implemented in a public
school setting in Lubbaok. Texas during the 1967~68 school
year. The program in its entirety was first utilized at the
Heritage Hall Private School tor ch11drenw1th learning dis..
abilities in Lubbaok. At the present time, the program haa
been implemented into more than seven hundred and tifty individ-
ual sohool programs throughout the United states and in a pro-
gram in England. The program was based on the following assump..
13 • Anthony and R. Edgington. "Classroom Performance










Tho Learning Pyramid: Potential Through Perception
Nita R. Nunn ,and Charles R. 'Jones, The, Lea~nins
Pyramid: Potential Through Perception (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1973), p. 6.
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tiona. Motor responses, during the first moments or life,
are the basis ot thelearn1ng process elevating the ohild
from one level of achievement to the next until his full
potential has been realized. It is often assumed that from
the initial motor response, a sequential learning process
will follow. This 18 not always the case". especially with
the learning disability child. If there is an interruption
in the development of the neurological system, varying degrees
of dysfunction will be noted. The severity or the interrup-
tion will determine the degree or dysfunction, wh1ch, in
turn, identities the learning disability in the-individual
ohild. The overall objective of the program 18 to develop in
each child the basic perceptual--motor skills necessary for
progress and upward achievement in the classroom and to make
necessary transference of these skills into each aoademic
learning situation, keeping in mind that each individual skill
is merely a component part in the total growth and learning
prooess of the Ch11d.1
Bryant J. Cratty has a clinioal program called the
Perceptual-Motor Learning Laboratory at the University or
California in Los Angelea, California. He believes that one
of the more obvious ways in which intellectual and movement
capacities converge is in tasks involving the transcribing
or thought8 to paper in the torm of handwriting. He has
worked with several ch11dren in his clinical program during the
lNlta. R. Nunn and Charles R. Jones, The Learnlns;
Pyramid: Potential Throush Percept1on.(Columbu8, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co •• 1973), pp. 2-6.
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past several years whose verbalIQ8 are fromtortY' to fifty
points above their performanoe IQs. Theae children evidence
a considerable amount or frustration when attempting to tran~
scribe their thoughts quickly to paper or to rapidly finish
an arithmetic assignment. Their cognitive prooesses are
average or superior, while their ability to express their
thoughts in a school assignment are inferior. Yet most school
tests and aslgnments are performed under the stress of speed.
Children with visual-motor problems have great diffioulty in
these kinds of situations. Cratty believes that children can
be aided through concrete steps to improve their visual-motor
skills inoluding taaks involving finger dexterity, hand-eye
coordination and tasks designed to aid them to perceive their
hands and fingers. At the same time, he says that alternate
methods ofexpress1on should be open to them. Cratty believes
that one of the important work methods underlying academio
performance involves the ability to express the intellect
through the aocurate movement of the hand. l
lBryand J. Cratty, Perceptual-Motor Behavior and Eduoa-
tional Process (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas
Publisher, 1969), pp. lO~ll.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Since the years in whioh perceptual-motor programs
have been developed by educators and utilized with children
in a school or clinical setting, there haa been little agree-
ment among optometrists, opthamolog1ats, psychologists, and
educators concerning the eftect1vene88 of the use of these
programs on the enhancement or academic performance and/or
the cognitive development of these children.
At present, oontusion seems to characterize the field.
In tact, a number or visual speoialists do not even agree upon
their concept ot vision. Some consider it asenaory function
while others view it as part of a larger intersensory process.
Those who are convinced of the efrectiveness or perceptual-
motor development and its relationship to intellectual develop-
ment have developed and proposed perceptual-motor theories and
perceptual-motor programs to promote their beliefs. Some other
profesalonala who have studied this same area uphold these
theories and program., others are skeptical or or interested
in them, and then there areotherl who are definitely opposed
to them.
Since the development of these theories and the sub-
sequent programs Which are based upon the theories, researohers
have been concerned and interested in them and their effeotive-
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ness, and a great number of researohers have attempted to
study the children who are be1ng artected through the use of
the program in their academic setting. This paper, which
attempted to present and stud)" the research done on these per--
ceptual...motor programs over a f'ive year period, 1969 through
1974, found a wide discrepancy in research findings. Some re-
aearche,rs who studied the' etfeotiveness or perceptual-motor
programs and their relationship to aoademic learning found that
a significant relationsh1p did exist: that 18, that the percep-
tual--motor program in question did have a direct. positive and
signifioant relationship to academic achievement. An equal
number or others found that no signifioant relationship existed
and a third group almost equal in 81s. to the other two groups
found that only an indireot or slight relationship appeared to
exist. A tew concluded their8tud1ee leaving the question wide
open a8 their eVidence was not sufficient to make any definitive
statement. Many or the researcher. conoluded their studies
suggesting that further research in this area was needed.
One may wonder why thestud1es on this topic have been
80 inclusive. Why did the researchers find such a variety of
result.' Why did no one result hold strength above the others'
This researcher found a number or reasona that could explain
this. Firat, one must consider the duration ot the various
programs whioh the researcher studied. Some of the studies
wereoonducted over a time span or just several weeks. Others
covered a year or more of experimentation. Others were backed
up by several poettests which intended to rollow up the errec-
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tlveness of the perceptual-motor program in the years that
followed its use. It 1s reasonable to assume that the studies
whioh oovered a longer time span were more effective and pro-
duoed results whioh were more reliable than those which were
conducted over a very short duration.
Secondly, one must look at the components of the pro--
grams which were studied. Even though each stUdy involved the
use or a perceptual-motor training program, the many programs
that were used varied w1delr and lacked cons1stency in the
types of training exercises that were uti11zed. Each profes-
siona.l who devised a perceptual-motor program.. devised it dif-
ferently acoording to his own orientation and frame of refer-
ence. Some or the researohers used a program which had already
been established by a theorist such as Kephart or Getman.
Others used only a portion of the exercises from sueh an already
established program. Others used a section of an established
and published program along with exercises they devised on their
own. Finally, 80me researchers deVised and studied the use or
their own or some other unpublished and unknown program. This
undoubtedly influenoed and acoounted tor the various kinds or
results which ware obtained.
Another variable to be considered was the manner or
selection of the population to be studied and how sUbjects were
placed in the experimental and control groups. The location
in the United States where the population lived who were Bub...
Jects in the stUdy needs to be taken into considerat1on. Often
this was not reported in the stUdies; 80metimes it was. Whether
4-
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or not the sUbjeots had a learning handicap is a.n important
factor that needs to be considered while oritioally reading
these studies. As one noted, some children had no aocounted
learning handioap, many had specific learning disabilities,
some were eduoable mentally retarded and some came from low
socioeoonomic baokgrounds. This 1s an 1mpo~tant faotor. In
each study, the grade level of the subjects was reported but
most often the mean or median age was not. How the sUbjects
were chosen and placed in either oontrol or ex.perimental groups
is a consideration that needs to be taken into acoount. In
80me studie. the population came trom a sohool district and
were chosen at random. Others were tested and the bottom two-
thirds were the population studied. In other oases, the child..
ren from a certain institution were selected. In each study
the procedure varied and needs to be considered to understand
the researah results. The percentages of boys and girls who
were the su.bjects of the study most often was reported but in
several oases this was not done. The number or sUbjects in the
study also needs to be considered. A few studies involved one
or more sUbjects and others included hundreds.
The types of tests used in the studies, their re11ab11~
ity and validity, and proper use also arfects the results ob-
tained in these studies. A great variety or tests was utilized
tor IQ testing, achievement test1ng, and theasa8ssment of
peroeptual-motor skills. This researcher will mention most or
the ones used to show the variety and multitude involved.
Different researohers ohose d1tterenttests to use tor his or!...
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ter10n purpose and the intent or the study itself. For IQ
testing purposes, the tests varied from the use or the Slos8on
Intelligence Test, the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test, the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, the Lorge-Thorndike
IQ Test and the Peabody Pioture Vooabulary Test. The Wechsler
Intelligence Scale tor Children appeared to. be used most otten.
Teats used tor achievement testing purposes varied also. Testa
varied trom the use of the Stanford Achievement Test, the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, the California Teat of Mental
Maturity) the Gat8a-McGenlt1e Reading Test, the N. Y. City Pre--
Reading Assessment Test, the Wide Range Achievement Teat. the
Gates--McK111op Reading Diagnostic Test, the California Achieve-
ment Test, the Ot1s..Lennon Mental Abi11ty Test. the BRA Achieve-
ment Test, toa complex teacher rating scale. The tests and
diagnostic measurement instruments used for perceptual-motor
evaluation also repre••nted a variety of teats such as the
Brenner Developmental Gestalt Teat, the Bender Visual-Motor
Gestalt Test, the Fro.tig Developmental Te.t of Visual Percep-
tion, the Kephart Purdue Perceptual~MotorSurvey, the Shape--Q
Ball Test, the Eye, Hand and Ear Test, the Personal Orientation
Test, and the Winter Haven Perceptual Forma Test. The tests
that appeared to be used most often were the Bender Visual..
Motor Gestalt Teat, the Purdue Peroeptual~Motor Survey, and the
Froat1g Developmental Teat of Visual Peroeption.
One will note that the perceptual..motor programs utilized
in the stud.ies varied even to a greater extent than the tests
used to assess these programs. Peroeptual~motor programs
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utilized include Kephart's peroeptual-motor training program,
the W1nter--Haven Program, the Frost1g Program tor Development
of Visual Peroeption, Template Tra1nlng, Patterson Handwriting
System, Physiology of Readiness (Getman and Kane), exercises
and ideas proposed by Barbara Godfrey and A. H. Ismail, a per-
ceptual-motor program developed by Genevieve Painter, perceptual~
motor tasks developed by Janet Switzer, ones by Blum and Braver-
man, ones developed by Frank Clarkson and many other peroeptual-
motor programs which were developed by the researchers them--
selves. The peroeptual-motor program that appeared to be
utilized most orten in the literature is the one developed by
Newell Kephart. Taking all of this into consideration, one can
better understand why no d.et1n1t1ve results were able to be ob..
tained. Since the perceptual....motor programs and the instruments
used to evaluate the programs differed so widely among the
studies themselves, it would be almost impossible to obtain one
definite conclusion. It one was to be obtained, it ought to
be seriously questioned.
Another consideration to be dealt with 18 whether the
perceptual~motorprogram utilized by the researcher supplanted
in whole, in part, or not at all the regular academi0 program.
in the classroom. In most of the eases studied, the peroeptual--
motor program was utilized along with but at a different time
than the academic program whether it involved reading, mathema-
tic., spel11ng. penmanship, etc. In most oases the peroeptual..
motor program did not supplant the regular aoademic program. at
all. The peroeptual--motor program was orten utilized in a d1r..
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rer-ent ••tt1ng, at a d1fterent t1Jle of the da)', or during the
re,ular ph,.loal education tllle at the achool. It was even
utilised 1n the home letting-
One lIuat 1nve.t1lat. the tlpe. or pre-tra1n1.ng that
,be teache,.. .ere enlace4 1n prior to the beginning or tbe
atu4y. So•• of the peroeptual..motoZ' prop.,.•••uoh .1 K.p~
bart' •• are of such a n.ature tbat a pr....tralftlnl program tor
teachers who utili.. the program ••••• an absolute nec•••ity
tor it••ff.ctiv.n.... Yet. 1n moat ot the re••aroh reports
this val not even mentioned. It .....e4 alao.' &8 it When read...
1ng the literature, that thi. vaa pre.aptl... This IDa)' not
bave been the ca.. b,••au.. thl. re••aroher do.. not know. In
arew 8tud1•• , ••ntion".aaade tbat a pre..tra1nlns program va.
held tor tbo••, '.aoh...1fhout111••d the p.pe.p'ual...otortr~aln..
ins prop_. In a rew oa•••• 1t was atated tbat well trained
pb)'.1cal education teaober., 80••,a•• with a .atep·. de,gr••
in physioal .duoatton, pr••1ded o••r an4d1reote4 the peroep-
tual--aotor tra1n1nc ot the children. In other ca••• , ola.lroom
ex.rei••• lnvolv_d. a tra1nl,na prosrUl that was developed and .et
up b, the r •••aroher hi.elf. One wou.ld hop. that tbe re.earch.,
e.. trained hi. '.aohere. Thl. tactor oannot be a••WIled and u.n--
1••• tbe re••apoher I'.por'. th1e, 1t .._.1na unanl.ered.
Anoth,er v1taloona1deratlon 18 wb.tbe. the prosram that
was .pecltlcalll d••llfted to aid and be of benetlt to a partl~
Gular gJ-O\lpot oh,114ren (\leu,all, hand.icapped) wa. ut111••d with
this poup only" 1n the stUd)'. Many of the prosram,8 utilized.
whloh were o~ten 4.8111\84 bl the re••aroher. th....1••'.or by
..
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other r,esearohers J claimed no intent on its use with a par-
ticular group ofch11dren. Theorists like Kephart, Getman,
Barsch, and an eduoational specialist like Frost1g, claim
that their programs may be utilized and effective with child-
ren having no handicap. Yet at the t1me they designed their
programs. they had a particular group or ch11dren1n mind.
otten it was those 'children who had. neurological dysfunctions,
gross and fine motor problems and those who had specific learn-
ing disabilities. Even though this researoher noted that the
perceptual-motor programs were usually utilised with the child..
ren it was specifically des1gned tor, instances were a180
noted when it was used with other types of children for whom
it was not speoifically designed. One has to read each of
these studies with caution because or this factor. It should
be kept in mind and considered when reading the results and
findings of this study.
One notes, as he studies the developmental patterns
of a child, that the ability to develop certain skills emerges
at different phases in the growing child's lite. One skill
builds upon another. Unless one skill 1. developed, orten
another cannot and will not develop. Unless the young child
learns to crawl and stand, the ability and skills needed to
walk and run are hampered. According to research, the ae--
qu181t1on of motor skills 18 necessary in the lit. ot a child
if he is to learn. All men, Barach says, are explorers of the
mystery whioh their world hold.. Aa they explore theBe myst.r~
188. they learn. They learn in order to improve the efficiency
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of future explorations. The greater efficiency they achieve
through learning, the greater 1s their explorative proficienoy.
Yet our affluent society with its elaborately furn-
ished homes and preocoupied parents tends to greatly curtail
the motor experienoes in young children. Research tends to
disclose that if these motor skills are h1~dered, it the child
18 unable to'treely move about and exploreh1s world of spaoe,
his ability to peroeive 18 hindered. Peroeption skills, the
ability to see and know objects by seeing, hearing, feeling,
touching, etc., are direotly linked to motor skills. Peroep-
tual~motor learning tends to be the basis of all learning. A
number or studies indicated that When a child's peroeptual~
motor skills were not developed when they normally should be.
the child experienoed difficulty 1n learning. Most children
develop various perceptual-motor skills simply through tr1al-
and-,error. Some children require special training if they
are to become successful with these skills. Researoh has
shown that if the grow1ng child is deficient in gross and fine
motor ooordination. his perception of forms and positions in
space, his sense or body awareness, hi8sense of laterality
andot direotionality, and his figure-ground perceptions,
ultimately his future learning may be hindered. Studies a180
show that if any or these skills are not developed, the most
beneficial time tor their development and remediation ooours
at the pre--soho·ol or primary grade levels. Henoe, the 1m--
portanoe of kindergarten can be seen. Early intervention 18
important because althou.gh research does not point out a
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direct relationship between perceptual-motor development
and academic learning, few educators would deny that there is
an indirect and necessary relationship there. Numerous stud-
ies or young children with specific learning disabilities
substantiate this point.
Researoh also indioates that it 1s very difficult tor
one to prediot the level of behavioral and educational adequacy
which children with defioient perceptual and motor organization
may aohieve. While one may be justified in asoribing behavioral
or educational inadequaoy in children to defioiencies in per-
ceptual and motor organization, one can only predict poor
aohievement in children on the basis of very severe defioiencies
in these functions. Studies have shown that many children have
a compensatory potential available to them and are able to use
this p,otent1al.Therefore. educators should be aware of a
ohild's strengths as well as his weaknesses. Eduoation should
be directed a.t both the ohild's strengths and his weaknesses
because or this ability to use strengths to compensate for
weaknesses and beoausethe strengths can help to build up the
weaknesses.
A basic overview or the research on the relation be-
tween measurable pereeptual~motor skills in children and aca~
dem1c achievement points to the following:
Peroeptual--motor skills are significant in the learning
process Jet perceptual~motorability does not show a high
correlation with schoolsucces8 but an indireot and necessary
one. Research evidence strongly indicated the child needs to
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learn how to apply his sensory and motor organization skills
to the special eduoational task. Help for failure in basic
educational attainments would therefore seem to be best d1reot~
ed at those attainments themselves. It 1s worth pursuing the
implications of this statement, because they can, in fact,
lead one back to the need tor training in a.ensory and motor
organization. While the basio premises of the two special
eduoational orientations are very different; (1) teach read-
ing if the ohild cannot read, (2) us. perceptual-motor train-
ing exercises to aid reading, it 18 interesting to note that
the praotical outcome. or their applications are not 10 dis-
similar. It one looks at the childts failings in basic
educational attainment and analysis or what he oan and cannot
do, one may well trace the ohild's problem back to deficien-
cies in the peroeptual...motor organization components of the
eduoational tas.k. One may find himself teaching visual or
auditory or motor organization.
Remediation ot perceptual-motor deficits can be acoom..
p11shed through specific training programs. The key to elimin-
ating learning disabilities 1s not only in identifying and re..
med1a.t1ng perceptual-motor deficits. The child may be brought
up to the level where he 18 peroeptually ready. but this 18 no
guarantee that he will automatically and immediately improve
in academic achievement. He must further learn aoademic and
conceptual skills it he 18 to improve in these areas too.
Peroeptual--motor skills are translatable directly 1nto
1dent1f1ablekinds of competencies. They may not necessarily
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be school related oompetenoies though. A child with a
perceptual-motor deficit may do quite well in sohool while
another may not. While all academic problems cannot be traced
to a perceptual--motor problem, some aoadem1cally disabled
students' problems are oentered aroundperceptual--motor
deficits.
A perceptual-motor deficit may be identified on a
standardized teat but yet many are not. Eduoators do not
as yet know all the elements or the perceptual-motor ability.
Test or laterality, direotionality, and dominance have
shown that they are unreliable prediotors of school read1ng
success although many still believe they are very significant
factors. Motoria training in laterality, direotionality,
balance, and body image have a high priority in the preschool
currioulum. Peroeptual--motor evaluation are in preschool
programs to aid in the planning or an effective Qurriculum
tor young children. Researoh has shown that the younger the
ohild 18 t the more he profits from perceptual-motor exercises.
Children younger than eight to nine years old profit the most
trom these programs. The ohild whole major deficits are in
the v1sual...motor ohannels of oommunication at either the in..
tegrat10n or representational levels make. ,greater progre.s
under a peroeptual~motor program of training than the child
with other type. otlearn1ng disabilities.
Due to the great variety ot1noofts1steno1es noted
among the many research studies and the unsound methodological
procedures used by some of them, the satest conclusion that
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can Justly be reaohed at this time 1s that it 18 still too
premature to draw any definitive conolusions regarding the
relationship between perceptual-motor training programs and
academic aohievementand/or cognitive development. Further
research in the immediate tuture, hopefully, will help educa-
tors draw mare accurate conclusions.
Since 1t is understanding that sets man
above the rest ot sensible beings and
gives him all the advantages and dominion
whioh he has over them, it 1s certainly
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